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Who Are You
Calling Great?

U

ntil not long ago, students were
taught that John A. Macdonald
was a great man: a founder
of Confederation, our first prime
minister, the visionary who connected the country with a railway.
Their lessons didn’t mention
how he also imposed a head
tax on Chinese immigrants,
that he promoted Indigenous assimilation and the
residential school system, or that those schools
are where thousands
of Indigenous children
died. While this side of
Macdonald was never a

4 april 2022

P.S. You can reach
me at mark@rd.ca.

DANIEL EHRENWORTH

EDITOR’S LETTER

secret, it’s only now openly recognized
and discussed.
That’s why the cities of Charlottetown and Hamilton have removed
Macdonald statues and why several
municipalities are looking at renaming
public buildings and streets. For now,
he still grimaces on our $10 bill. This
reckoning was a long time coming and
has prompted a re-examination of
other so-called greats, including Henry
Dundas (who sought to prolong the
African slave trade) and Egerton Ryerson (for his part in designing the residential school system).
Students should still be taught
about Macdonald—but they should
hear the full story. At the same time,
their history lessons should include
people who’ve made great contributions to our country but, because of
their class, ethnicity, sexuality or for
other small-minded reasons, have
often gone unrecognized or been
outright ignored. This month’s
cover feature, “20 True Canadian
Heroes”(page 35), is a step in the
right direction.
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LETTERS
HOLIDAY RUSH
The editor’s letter (“Merry All the Way”)
in the December 2021 issue gave me a
chuckle. Your grandmother and I have
a lot in common. I also prepare early for
Christmas: I shop, clean, wrap presents,
write cards and shop yet again while
still working full-time. My saving graces
are my retired husband and eldest son,
who are in charge of dinner. I bet your
grandmother really enjoyed that glass
of wine at the end of the evening.

ONGOING DEBATE
I was very surprised to see “The Long
Fight” (October 2021) in the magazine. Over the many years I’ve been a
subscriber, each issue has been filled
with messages of love, hope and
bravery. Seeing an article about the
divisive abortion issue has left me
truly disappointed.

HANDLE WITH CARE
I really enjoyed reading “Mother’s
Mink” (January/February 2022). I was
given a fake fur by my mother and two
real furs by dear friends. My mother’s
coat made me happy whenever I held
it; it reminded me of the good times
we had when she wore it. I ended up
making several beautiful teddy bears
out of each coat.

— MARCI DEUTSCHER, Saskatoon

— MELODY HEWSON, Langley, B.C.

CONTRIBUTE
Send us your funny jokes and anecdotes, and if we publish one in a print
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BIG IDEA
Mentors helping seniors become computer savvy

Technically
Speaking
BY

Karen Stiller

W

INNIPEG’S MURRAY DUFTON

could muddle his way around
a computer. The 75-year-old
often used one as a project manager
in northern Manitoba. But since he
retired, he couldn’t quite keep up
with rapidly changing technology. In
early 2021, he spotted an e-newsletter
in his inbox from a local community
centre. Connected Canadians, an
Ottawa-based organization that went
national during the pandemic, provided senior citizens with tech help
from volunteer mentors. To Dufton, it
sounded like a great opportunity.
Emily Jones Joanisse, 42, and Tasneem Damen, 38, decided to start

10 april 2022

Connected Canadians in 2018. The
pair of friends found it rewarding to
help the seniors in their lives overcome tech challenges. Joanisse, who
is director of experiential learning at
Carleton University’s Innovation Hub,
and Damen, an independent software
architect, wondered, what if they could
scale that support? “Our goal is to
teach seniors how to search for information and to learn,” says Joanisse,
“and then to become confident in
their ability to pick up new technology skills on their own.”
Canadian seniors are increasingly
using newer technologies, with the
majority now owning a smartphone

(MAKEUP ARTIST) YELEENA PERUNOV

photograph by jessica deeks

Connected Canadians
founders Emily
Jones Joanisse and
Tasneem Damen

reader’s digest

and using the Internet daily. Since
much of our lives are lived online—
from shopping to social catch-ups to
doctors’ appointments—a person
without the savvy to navigate it can
quickly feel isolated. Tech use has only
increased during COVID-19. A 2020
survey by Environics Research showed
23 per cent of seniors now make video
calls on their smartphones, twice as
many as in 2019. Seniors’ use of social
media is also on the rise. About 72 per
cent of those over 65 also said they felt
comfortable using current technology.

“THE MENTORS DON’T
DO IT FOR YOU. THEY
HELP YOU LEARN TO
FIX THE PROBLEM
YOURSELF.”
Joanisse and Damen would like to
see that number go even higher, and
among older seniors, too. Many who
ask them for help are in their 80s; the
oldest person the group has assisted
is now 102. There’s no limit on the
number of sessions a senior can access.
Common questions include help figuring out a new phone, solving printer
problems, connecting on Zoom and
setting up email. The organization’s
coaches have grown from Joanisse and
Damen, who still volunteer today, to
nearly 100 active mentors in 2021.

12 april 2022

“Most people would roll their eyes
and glaze over and say, ‘Oh no, not
another old person!’” says Dufton.
But in 10 video-call sessions, he
learned how to synchronize his iPad,
computer and smartphone, plus how
to better save and organize his files.
One big reason why Connected Canadians has been so successful, adds
Joanisse, is that they encourage their
mentors to respect and care for the
senior, and not treat them like a fiveyear-old. Mentors are trained to imagine they are helping the elderly mother
or father of their boss—and to remember that each senior has plenty of
life experience.
Kate Oakley, 70, of Ottawa says she
started having tech trouble when
she “tried to come into the 21st century.”
A retired researcher who now dedicates
much of her time to creating artwork,
Oakley owned both an Amazon Echo
and an Alexa. She wanted to use them
to play music and keep track of her
grocery list. She compares Connected
Canadians to going to the library. “You
have a knowledgeable librarian, and
they guide you to the right path,” says
Oakley. “They don’t do it for you, but
they help you fix it yourself, so you
aren’t always dependent on them.”
Today, she confidently gives a command to her Amazon Echo, and jazz
fills the room. That’s how she now
starts most days, with what feels like an
endless stream of music, tailored to
her very own taste.

GOOD NEWS

Five Reasons to smile
BY

Flannery Dean

The Travelling
Telescope has
reached 300,000
Kenyans.

COURTESY OF THE TRAVELLING TELESCOPE AFRICA

CATCHING A GLIMPSE OF THE STARS
kenya As a child growing up in Nairobi
City, the astronomer Susan Murabana
didn’t get much encouragement to look
to the stars. The solar system wasn’t a
big part of her school’s curriculum.
Her disappointment turned to wonder in her early 20s, when she encountered her first telescope and spotted
Saturn and its icy rings. “Seeing
something I had only read about in a
textbook, it made me realize how
small we really are.”
In 2014, Murabana, now married,
bought a telescope with her husband.
Inspired by how studying space had

opened up her life, the couple decided
to give kids the same experience. They
called their program The Travelling
Telescope, and circle around Kenya
bringing astronomy education and a
portable planetarium to schools and
communities. So far, they’ve met with
300,000 children in the process.
Kids can’t resist the lure of the telescope and the opportunity it offers to
see the moon (a favourite) up close,
as well as stars and planets. Murabana
says the telescope is the main attraction wherever they go. In January 2021,
the visiting musical artist Madonna
rd.ca
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Airport Pigs Help
Keep the Skies Safe
netherlands They didn’t get badges
or uniforms, but they did receive a generous meal allowance. Near Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport, 20 pigs joined
a six-week pilot program designed to
reduce the number of goose strikes at
the busy international hub. The pigs
were allowed to settle in a two-hectare
sugar-beet field between two of the

airport’s runways. The hope was they’d
eat up any plant life that appeals to
geese and, by their presence, would
intimidate other birds in the area, too.
Collisions between birds and aircraft
are a nagging problem in aviation—in
2020, there were 150 avian strikes at
Schiphol—and these incidents can have
serious consequences. Fortunately,
the pig patrol appears to have been a
success: no bird strikes were recorded
during their stay. The airport is currently assessing whether to make the
pigs a permanent feature of its overall
safety program.

North America’s First
Whale Sanctuary
canada An estimated 60 killer whales
are being kept in captivity at large
marine parks and sea aquariums. Soon,
some of them will experience the joys
of retirement. North America’s first wild
refuge for captive orcas (potentially
beluga whales, too) aims to open its
40-hectare coastal location in Port Hilford, a small town near Sherbrooke,
Nova Scotia, by early 2023. (The operation’s headquarters and visitor’s centre are already complete.)
The refuge, which will contain underwater nets to keep the whales free but
still contained, has a depth of 16
metres and provides the whales with
150 times more space than they’ve
known in captivity. After passing the
environmental-assessment stage,

OLHASTOCK/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

booked a private session for her family.
Murabana watched the pop star’s face
light up with the same sense of wonder.
“It’s a way of reminding people about
the universe that sits just above their
heads, and that they remain an intrinsic part of,” she says. “It’s there, but we
forget to look up.”

the site will one day welcome six to
eight whales into its waters.

Ditch Your Car,
Get Free Transit
spain The push is on around the globe
to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions and break our collective reliance
on fossil fuels. To encourage greener
forms of getting around, many countries

are offering rebates on electric cars.
The city of Barcelona, however, is offering up a trade: lose the gas guzzler and
ride public transit for free. People who
trade in or get rid of cars that don’t
meet environmental specs are given
a free transit pass that lasts for three
years. The approach isn’t just environmentally sound, it’s cost-effective for
residents. And it may significantly
reduce the stress of car ownership, too.

ACTS OF KIND NESS

COURTESY OF VERONICA ROBLES

How Mariachi Brings a City Together
Boston, a city synonymous with
Irish-American culture, is also home
to more than 130,000 Latino residents, who make up nearly 20 per
cent of the city’s population. When
professional mariachi performer
Veronica Robles decided to settle
there with her husband 22 years ago,
however, she noticed that the Latino
community suffered from the effects
of cultural dislocation. Every day,
they also encountered racist stereotypes about Latin-American culture.
“They were afraid or ashamed of
saying they were Latino,” says Robles,
who was born in Mexico
City. To help Latino
immigrants reclaim
their sense of self and a
connection to their cultural heritage, the couple began offering night
classes in the art, music

and dance of Central and Latin America at a school cafeteria.
Then, in 2013, Robles and her husband, using their own money, opened
a dedicated facility. At the Veronica
Robles Cultural Center, they offer
everything from ﬂamenco to capoeira
classes. Robles estimates the centre
has so far hosted more than 5,000
students. Over the years, she’s seen
her students, who range from children to seniors, develop a better
sense of themselves—and even feel
more comfortable in their new home.
“They’re more conﬁdent, they’re
more educated and
they’re more eager to
learn English,” she says.
“Some who are undocumented try to find a
way to adjust their status. They are looking
to stay here.”

rd.ca
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ASK AN EXPERT

Are Our
Euthanasia
Laws Effective?
We quiz Stefanie Green,
author of This Is
Assisted Dying
BY

Courtney Shea

illustration by lauren tamaki

After more than 20 years delivering
babies, you switched to performing
assisted deaths. How come?
I’ve always been interested in the intersection of medicine, ethics and law.
Working in maternity care, I was able
to engage with those topics in terms of
women’s health and reproductive rights.
Meanwhile, I was watching the evolution of assisted dying legislation in Canada. I started thinking, well, yes, the law
might change, but who is going to do
this very important work when it does?

In Canada we had some landmark cases
that challenged the blanket prohibition of assisted dying as a violation of
charter rights, and the Supreme Court
agreed in a unanimous ruling. Bill C-14
was then introduced in 2016, creating a number of parameters regarding
consent, capacity and the stipulation
that to qualify for assisted dying, your
natural death had to be “reasonably foreseeable.”

You mention Canada’s decriminalization legislation. When and why
did that happen?

Which means what exactly?
Well, that was the issue. Does reasonably foreseeable mean weeks? Months?

16 april 2022

Years? What about people with conditions like ALS or Parkinson’s? I think
the intention with that language was to
give some leeway to clinicians, but it
ended up being limiting because there
was fear of the consequences—ethical
and legal—over making the wrong call.
In March 2021, the government
amended the assisted dying law, Bill
C-7. What’s new?
Death no longer has to be “reasonably foreseeable,” which opens up
assisted dying to a far larger group,
including people with non-fatal, longterm chronic pain conditions. And C-7
introduced a waiver of consent, which
means certain patients can enter into
a written agreement that will remain
valid even if the patient loses mental
capacity before their scheduled death.
This is a huge win. Probably the hardest moments of my career have been
showing up to perform an assisted death
and the patient has unexpectedly lost
capacity because of pain medication
or an advance in their condition. Saying no to their loved ones even though
we know this was the patient’s wish
has been heartbreaking.
How do the current laws address
assisted dying for people with mental
health issues?
For now, patients with an underlying
mental health condition cannot apply
for assisted death, but that restriction
has an expiration date—which is a way

of giving the government time to consider options. Most mental health issues
by definition interfere with our mental
state, so there is a significant concern
about whether those patients will have
the capacity to make this particular
decision. That said, there is a difference
between an irrational suicidal thought
and a rational wish to end your life due
to suffering, so the question is: how do
you tease these two things apart? The
government has assigned a task force
of medical and legal professionals to
make recommendations.

ASSISTED DEATH HAS
BEEN OPENED UP TO
PEOPLE WITH LONGTERM CHRONIC PAIN.
In your book you talk about the
relief that people feel during their
first appointment. Can you explain?
Most people shy away from talking
about death, but in my work I use a
script that is very frank. I say, okay,
we’re going to talk about death. We’re
going to talk about your death and
assisted dying. Whether I end up helping them or not, there is so much gratitude just to be able to have these conversations. Not because they want to
die, but because they want to have control and autonomy, which is so essential to a dignified death.
rd.ca
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It’s not a mandate.
It’s just who I am.
–Incoming artistic director
of English theatre at the
National Arts Centre Nina Lee
Aquino, EXPLAINING WHY
SHE WILL CHAMPION DIVERSITY
IN HER NEW ROLE

I DON’T HAVE
TO FIT IN TO
BE GREAT.
–Vancouver comedian
Andrea Jin, DISCUSSING WHY
SHE EMBRACES HER ASIAN
CULTURE ON STAGE

PRETEND THE BALL
IS A LONG-AWAITED
FRIEND WHO OWES
YOU MONEY.
–Rush guitarist Alex
Lifeson, TALKING ABOUT
CUSTOM PINBALL MACHINES
THAT FEATURE THE BAND

I won’t miss
the vitriol.
–Former Ontario premier
Kathleen Wynne, ON NOT BEING
INVOLVED IN A PROVINCIAL ELECTION
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN NEARLY
TWO DECADES

Real freedom is when we can
be ourselves, and who we are is
average for the most part.
–Shad, EXPLAINING HIS NEW SONG,
“BLACK AVERAGENESS”
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POINTS TO PONDER

How we contextualize
history and how we come
to view it enormously
shapes our present world.
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–Novelist and 2021 CBC Massey lecturer Esi Edugyan

THERE’S A VERY
STRONG CORRELATION
BETWEEN BEING
DISINFORMED AND
DECLINING TO BE
VACCINATED.
–University of Toronto epidemiologist
David Fisman

Society has schooled us into
thinking that heroes are cut
from some kind of magniﬁcent
cloth that we don’t have.
–Executive coach Robin Sharma,
DISCUSSING HIS NEW BOOK,
THE EVERYDAY HERO MANIFESTO

Our powerful little baby
girl is basically my birthday
present for life.
–Jagmeet Singh, SPEAKING ABOUT
THE BIRTH OF HIS FIRST CHILD

I FEEL SO GRATEFUL
THAT PEOPLE ARE
BEING VULNERABLE
WITH IT.
–Shawn Mendes, TALKING ABOUT
HIS NEW BREAKUP SONG
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Sticker
Shocked
Use these apps to keep your
grocery bill in check

F

EELING PINCHED?

You’re not
alone. Since the start of the
pandemic, grocery prices have
skyrocketed because of poor harvests,
rising energy and transportation costs
and worldwide supply-chain issues
caused by congested seaports. Inflation climbed 4.7 per cent last year, and
economists predict it’ll only increase
more this year.
To save money, try these apps, which
help you redeem coupons and points,
plus share tips with other shoppers:

Flashfood
BY

Erin Pepler

illustration by john montgomery

how it works: App users find
discounted items from a variety of local grocery stores. It’s
not old or “bad” food; it’s just nearing
its sell-by date. The idea is to reduce
waste while helping users save money.
you save: Deals are offered at up to 50
per cent off.

Save.ca
how it works: View a list of
coupons available through
local retailers, make a shopping list and load up the deals you want
to take advantage of.
you save: Often 10 to 30 per cent, plus
buy one, get one free, or BOGO, offers.

RedFlagDeals
how it works: Browse flyers,
coupons, special offers and a
forum where users share tips
and tricks for saving money. There’s
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Reebee
What’s “Shrinkﬂation”?
Instead of jacking prices, some
manufacturers are subtly reducing how much product is contained in packaged goods. One
example: last year, General Mills
downsized family-size cereal
boxes from 19.3 ounces to 18.1
ounces while prices remained the
same. Matthew Philp, a professor
at the Ted Rogers School of Management, recommends keeping
an eye on a product’s unit price
per 100 grams to make sure
you’re still getting a good deal.
He has a warning: “If consumers
don’t notice shrinkﬂation and it’s
accepted, it’s a slippery slope.”

how it works: Browse flyers,
save the offers you want and
redeem them in store.
you save: From a few dollars off your
bill to BOGO offers and free samples.
You may also be able to redeem points
for gift cards to your local grocery store.

PC Optimum Insiders
how it works: Earn 10 per cent
back in points on a range of
products at Loblaws-owned
stores such as Fortinos, No Frills and
Shoppers. Then cash in those points for
free stuff (including more groceries).
you save: If you spent $10 per week,
you’d get $52 back per year.

Flipp
even a section dedicated to vouchers
and samples.
you save: It varies, but there are many
markdowns and two-for-one deals to
take advantage of.

Checkout 51
how it works: Make a list, load
the app with relevant offers,
then make purchases to redeem
those offers. Later, upload a photo of
your receipt to earn cash back (there
is a minimum of $20 in cash back
required to redeem). You can also
“stack” coupons by using a paper coupon in addition to the app.
you save: Expect to save 10 to 30 per
cent on average.

how it works: Clip coupons
virtually from local retailers and
present them to cashiers using
your smartphone. The app also allows
you to make a shopping list and store
loyalty points.
you save: According to Flipp, users typically save about $45 a week.

Caddle
how it works: Earn cash back
by filling out surveys, watching
ads and providing product
reviews. After making a purchase, you
upload receipts to request a partial
rebate. Even Amazon purchases count.
you save: In the range of 10 to 30 per
cent off.
rd.ca
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Sit and Stretch
How chair yoga makes
exercise easy
BY

Leah Rumack

illustration by dalbert b. vilarino
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USED TO BE

fit. Almost—dare I
say—sporty? I ran, played tennis,
did Pilates, rode my bike everywhere and actually used my gym membership. But thanks to a mounting list
of injuries and the creaky indignities of
middle age, the most vigorous workout
I do these days is walking around the
block or stretching in front of the TV.
But when I came across a big European
study touting the benefits of chair yoga
for seniors, which included better overall physical health and even strength
building, I decided to try it (even
though I’m not technically yet a Golden
Girl.) Doing yoga for 15 minutes a
day—unlike the intense ashtanga yoga
that I used to do for TWO HOURS (!?)
in another life—seems right about my
speed these days.
Chair yoga involves poses like twists,
hip stretches and bends that are modified to be done while sitting on your
tuchus on a chair (or, sometimes,
standing while using the chair for support). While one of its major benefits
is that it can improve your sense of
proprioception (knowing where your
body is in space, which helps prevent

falls), I quickly discovered that it’s also
a handy body break for desk-bound
workers—and there are specific
regimes for rehabilitating injuries like
Achilles tendonitis or knee issues. It
may not be TWO HOURS (!?) of
ashtanga yoga, but all the evidence
around moving your body versus not
moving your body says that something
is always better than nothing, and
there’s nothing I like in an exercise
regime better than low expectations.

CHAIR YOGA HAS
IMPROVED MY MOOD
AND LOOSENED
MY SHOULDERS
AND NECK.
Michael Hutkins teaches chair yoga
at retirement homes in Quebec and
Ontario and also trains other instructors to lead chair-based classes. He
says that in addition to all of the practice’s physical benefits—including
lubricating your joints and improving
digestion by moving, and preventing
repetitive injuries through wrist and
finger exercises—the biggest benefit
can be mental.
“When you breathe easier your
mind also calms down,” he says. “That
helps you with things like anxiety and
negative emotions or stress over things
you can’t control.”

I queue up one of the approximately
500 million chair yoga videos on YouTube (try Gentle Chair Yoga by Cara
Kircher, or her Intermediate Chair
Yoga routine if you’re feeling tough.)
The 10-minute routine—what? I don’t
want to overdo it!—is a combination of
slow movements that I personally refer
to as “Memories of Yoga.” In each position my body remembers all that yoga
I used to do 15 years ago. Which isn’t
to say it’s not challenging—I’m mortified to discover that it is—but that I
instantly know what pose the chair
version is modifying. And while I probably couldn’t get through a regular
yoga class anymore, this way I still get
to experience some of the sense of focus
and accomplishment of being in that
yoga “flow.” I do 10-20 minutes each
day for about a week, and because it’s
not too high energy I can even do it in
that annoying dead time in the evenings when I’m too tired to work but I
can’t settle into a TV show because my
kid isn’t in bed yet.
I don’t hate it. Chair yoga probably
isn’t going to turn me into a hardbodied gym bunny, but I notice that
my neck and shoulders—constantly
sore from staring at a computer—
become less tight, and it’s also surprisingly useful for helping my mood. It’s
almost like mentally changing the
channel—even for such a short period
of time—resets my grumpy brain from
a state of stomping around to one of
just irritated sighing. I’ll take it.
rd.ca
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Don’t miss out
on the sounds
that you love.

Darryl Sittler
Canadian Hockey Legend

Check your
hearing.
Whether as an all-star pro hockey player or as a busy grandfather,
Darryl Sittler believes that to get the most out of life, you need to
look after yourself.
Get your hearing checked by a licensed hearing care professional at
your local Connect Hearing clinic.
As a CAA Member, you receive exclusive benefits:
• Save up to $2,000 on a pair of Select level hearing aids*
• 15% off everyday listening products
• 5 years of free batteries with hearing aid purchase
• CAA Members always get the lowest price!

Book your hearing test at connecthearing.ca
or call 1.888.230.2902
*Private clients only. Cannot be combined with any other offer, rebate or previous purchase and is non-redeemable for cash. Save up to $2,000 on a pair of Select level
Sonova hearing aids; 15% off Advanced level; and 10% off Standard level with a valid CAA membership. This offer is a tiered rebate determined by which level of Sonova
Hearing Technology purchased. Offer expires March 31, 2023. Lyric, Bone Anchored Hearing Solutions, Econo aids, Non Sonova and AB products excluded. See clinic for
details. ®CAA and CAA logo trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association. CAA Rewards™ used by the Canadian Automobile
Association. †Based on national physician referrals over the tenure of the corporation’s Canadian business operations compared to the disclosed referral count of leading
competitors.
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A New Cure for
Hearing Loss

DIANA TALIUN/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

NUTS BENEFIT BREAST
CANCER SURVIVORS
Studies have already shown that consuming nuts
on a regular basis reduces your risk for heart disease and can help control type 2 diabetes. Now
we’ve learned that eating a handful a day also lowers a woman’s chances of breast cancer recurring
by half—and the risk of dying from the disease by
one-third, according to a study published in the
International Journal of Cancer. These health
benefits apply to every type of nut, all of which are
rich in nutrients—such as unsaturated fatty acids
and antioxidants—that can help prevent or stop
the growth of breast cancer cells.

Exposure to loud noise,
such as a firecracker or
an ear-splitting concert,
is a common cause of
hearing loss—and now
we may have a way to
prevent it. A University
of Southern California
study found that exposure to 100 decibels of
sound or more—equivalent to a power lawn
mower, a chainsaw or a
motorcycle—causes
inner ear fluid buildup
and nerve cell damage.
However, when the
researchers applied
a salt-based solution
inside the affected ears
one hour after noise
exposure, the solution
drew out the excess
fluid and the nerve
damage lessened. After
more testing of this
simple remedy, people
exposed to a loud noise
could be scanned for
possible fluid buildup
and treated with the
relatively inexpensive
prescription that may
end up saving their
hearing.
rd.ca
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Human Rights
Beneﬁt the Brain

Sustainable Eating
Saves Money

When societies provide
citizens with basic
human rights, it helps
them to thrive—and it
also seems to improve
brain health, according
to a University of Cambridge review of 146
studies and other
sources. Among those,
several found that people who had a greater
sense of agency (the
ability to shape one’s
choices and actions in
the world) also had a
greater volume of grey
matter in a number of
different areas of the
brain. Grey matter is
crucial because it processes information and
is important for learning and memory. So
remember: advocating
for the rights of fellow
citizens locally and
globally will have a lasting impact in more
ways than you think.

When scientists advocate for environmentally friendly diets, one
suggestion is to cut out
meat and dairy, the
production of which
increases greenhouse
gas emissions and uses
more deforested land
than plant-based foods.
Unfortunately, people
often assume that a
sustainable diet is more
expensive than a typical Western diet containing animal-based
foods—perhaps because
they associate it with
pricey organic shops.
But it turns out foods
that are good for your
health and the planet
are also cheaper, according to an Oxford University study of dietary patterns in 150 countries.
Researchers found that
vegan and vegetarian
diets were the most
affordable, slashing food
costs by up to one-third.
A diet that includes a
modest amount of meat
and dairy still cut costs
by 14 per cent.

Don’t Take Aspirin
to Prevent First
Heart Attack
Owing to aspirin’s
blood-thinning quality,
the drug has long been
recommended to prevent heart attacks or
strokes—and about 30
million Americans with
no history of heart disease currently follow
that advice. But the
United States Preventive Services Task
Force—an independent
panel of experts in disease prevention—urges
caution. The organization stated that, due to
a significantly increased
risk of bleeding in the
stomach, intestines and
brain when taking daily
aspirin, the downsides
outweigh the benefits
for healthy adults who
haven’t had a heart
attack. Aspirin remains,
however, an important
medication to help prevent a second heart
attack or stroke.

(BRAIN) ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/HIDESY; (ASPIRIN) GARSYA/ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES PLUS/GETTYIMAGES.CA
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Get Moving for Your Mental Health
More than 500 million people worldwide live with
depression or anxiety disorders, which have been
exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. It’s good
news, then, that two new studies show that any
type of regular physical exercise—including walking, running, cycling or strength training—can
help alleviate symptoms of these conditions, even
when they’re chronic.
A University of Gothenburg clinical trial found
that most patients with anxiety who participated in
a 12-week aerobic and strength training program
saw major improvements—and the more vigorously
people worked out, the more their anxiety symptoms lessened. For example, participants who exercised for an hour three times a week and reached
75 per cent of their maximum heart rate became
more relaxed than those who only attained 60 per
cent of their maximum heart rate.
To alleviate depression, a basic solution is to
spend less time sitting, according to a study in
Frontiers in Psychiatry. The researchers found that
people who spent more time on the couch looking
at screens early in the pandemic were more likely
to be depressed than those who got up and moved
more frequently.
For both conditions, exercise may help ease symptoms by releasing feel-good
chemicals called endorphins, stimulating the
growth of nerve cell connections in brain regions
that regulate mood, and
taking your mind off negative thoughts that fuel
depression and anxiety.

For a Long Life,
Eat Oily Fish
A Spanish study found
that having higher levels
of omega-3 fatty acids
from regularly eating
oily fish, such as salmon
and sardines, boosts life
expectancy by almost
five years. Walnuts, soy,
kale and omega-3 fortified eggs are other excellent sources of these lifeenhancing fatty acids.

HPV Vaccine
Highly Effective
A King’s College London study reports that
the HPV vaccine is
remarkably effective,
reducing cervical cancer rates by 87 per cent
in women who were
vaccinated at 12 or 13
years old. Since 2009,
when the WHO first recommended national
HPV immunization programs, the vaccine has
become widely used in
over 100 countries.
rd.ca
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MEDICAL MYSTERY

A Strange
Spot
Was the growing shadow
in his chest making his
heart race?
BY

Luc Rinaldi

illustration by victor wong

A

UGUST 2019 WAS especially damp

and foggy in Aylsham, a picturesque town 15 minutes from
England’s eastern shores. But Nick Farrow, a semi-retired 65-year-old who
works in branding and design, had
sunshine on the mind. Along with his
partner, her son and his adult daughter, Farrow was about to embark on a
week-long vacation to Bali.
Not long before the trip, the family
received a series of travel vaccines,
including shots for typhoid and hepatitis A and B. Shortly after, Farrow
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began to experience flu-like symptoms:
fatigue, breathing difficulties, aches all
over. And at random, his heart would
start beating harder and faster than
ever, preventing him from falling asleep.
“I’d sit there at night, and it felt like
there was a bird fluttering in my chest,”
he says. The rest of the family, who had
received the same immunizations, felt
no adverse effects.
Farrow had a history of atrial fibrillation—an irregular heartbeat—but these
were new and alarming symptoms, so
he arranged to see his GP. By the time
the appointment rolled around, the flu
symptoms were gone; the nurse he saw
surmised that he coincidentally caught
a bug around the same time he got the

vaccinations. But the heart problems
remained, so he was referred to a cardiologist and advised against going to Bali.
When Farrow visited the cardiologist,
a number of tests, including a heart
ultrasound, chest scan and electrocardiogram, revealed nothing unusual. But
before the tests, when the doctor had
listened to Farrow’s heart and lungs
through his stethoscope, he’d noticed
a slight rasp in Farrow’s breathing. He
wasn’t sure what that might indicate, so
he redirected Farrow to a lung specialist.

“THIS THING WAS
INSIDE ME, BUT
WITH THE PANDEMIC,
I COULDN’T GET
INTO A HOSPITAL.”
When the results came back from a
lung scan in October 2019, they revealed
something no one had expected. Nestled behind Farrow’s sternum, in the
middle of his chest, there was a strange
black spot. It wasn’t on his lungs, nor
his heart, but on his thymus. This littleknown but crucial gland sits between
the lungs, just above the heart, and
helps develop virus- and infectionfighting T-cells. The thymus remains
active only until puberty, at which point
it typically begins to shrink, replaced
by fat. But in Farrow’s case, it wasn’t
reducing in size. It was growing.

The lung specialist had two hypotheses to explain the swelling. It could
simply be an enlarged thymus, a benign
condition with several possible causes
but no serious consequences. Or, if
Farrow was unlucky, it could be a thymoma, a rare cancerous tumour that
affects fewer than one in 1.5 million
people. “It’s really weird when someone tells you you might have cancer.
It’s almost unreal,” says Farrow.
The only way to know which theory
was correct was a biopsy. But because
of the gland’s location, that would
require, as Farrow puts it, “Cracking
open my ribs and ripping them apart,
Viking-style.” Whatever its cause, the
growth helped explain his heart issues.
The thymus presses up against vital
blood vessels and the pericardium (the
sac that houses the heart), so a biggerthan-normal gland can result in heart
and blood-flow problems like those
ailing Farrow. The specialist recommended monitoring the black spot’s
progression to determine whether it
was cancerous. “It won’t kill you in six
months,” he assured Farrow. So they
set a follow-up date in April 2020.
Of course, that appointment never
happened. Due to the pandemic, Farrow wasn’t able to return for another
year, during which time he continued
to experience hours-long palpitations
about twice a month. “I was getting worried, because I thought this thing was
growing inside of me, and I couldn’t
get into a hospital,” he says.
rd.ca
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Finally, in October 2020, Farrow had
another CT scan, which confirmed his
worst fears: it was cancer. The black spot
had grown two millimetres. Fortunately,
the tumour was confined to the thymus,
and Farrow’s doctors were confident
they could remove it through laparoscopic surgery, which involves inserting minuscule knives into keyholesized incisions.
While Farrow waited for surgery, a
colleague introduced him to her husband, Peter Harper, an oncologist who
recommended Farrow forgo the laparoscopic surgery and instead come to
London Bridge Hospital for robotic surgery. Harper promised it would be more
effective and easier on his body.
The machine, produced by an
American company called Intuitive, is
called the da Vinci Xi surgical system,
named after the Renaissance man who
advanced the study of anatomy and is
credited with inspiring the design of
the world’s first robot.
There are nearly 6,000 da Vinci
devices in hospitals around the world,
used for a wide range of operations,
including heart, lung, gallbladder and
kidney surgeries. “It’s a rather fiercelooking beast,” says Thomas Routledge,
the surgeon who would remove Farrow’s
thymus. The machine has two elements:

a multi-armed contraption with an arsenal of fine instruments (knives, cameras,
clamps) that would hang over Farrow’s
bed, and a console that would provide
Routledge a 3-D image of the surgical
area while he manipulated the device’s
arms with foot pedals and a control pad.
“It’s not unlike a sophisticated version
of a PlayStation controller,” says Routledge, who uses the machine for most
of the surgeries he performs.
Over the course of 90 minutes, Routledge removed Farrow’s tumour and a
portion of the surrounding thymus;
they chose not to remove the entire
gland because of the risk of damaging
nearby nerves and causing long-term
breathing problems. Though Farrow
spent that evening recovering in the
ICU and a few more days in hospital,
he was soon back home and working
again. “It stung a bit,” he says, “but in
fairness, I felt pretty good.”
Two weeks later, a follow-up scan
revealed Farrow was cancer-free. To
his relief, the heart palpitations also
stopped. Today, Farrow’s life is back to
normal. In October 2021, he went on a
long-overdue family vacation to the
Canary Islands. By then, the surgical
scars on his torso were already fading.
“No one even noticed them,” he says.
“I feel very grateful.”

Go With the Flow
People are rivers, always ready to move from one state of being into another.
KATHLEEN WINTER, FROM ANNABEL
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1918–2003
The Cree speaker who helped win WWII

As a member of a classified project that involved
encrypting sensitive information during the
Second World War, Tomkins was accustomed
to keeping secrets. He was so good at it, in fact,
that it wasn’t until when documentary filmmakers came calling shortly before his death in 2003
that Tomkins’s family first learned that he had
served as a Cree code talker—a member of a
unique military intelligence unit made up of
Indigenous servicemen.
A Métis Cree speaker, Tomkins grew up in a
large family in Grouard, Alberta. Stationed in
England in 1940, he was tasked with “encrypting” messages into Cree. These would then be
sent elsewhere in the field, where another
Cree code talker would translate the information back into English. Tomkins and his fellow
Indigenous encryption officers played an
integral role in transmitting intelligence and
protecting the troops.

Portia White
1911–1968
The singer who broke barriers

As a Black artist, White
was one of the first to
shatter colour barriers in
Canada. Born in Truro,
N.S., she trained as a contralto at the Halifax Conservatory of Music. In the
1940s, she entranced audiences worldwide with her
powerful renditions of
“Think on Me” and “He’s
Got the Whole World in
His Hands.” Despite the
international acclaim,
White faced constant racism and was often barred
from restaurants and
hotels in the cities she
toured. But she never gave
up. “Nobody ever told me
to sing,” White once said.
“I was born singing.”
In 1944, Nova Scotia
created a charity in White’s
name, awarding Black artists with scholarships and
prizes. Her fame set the
stage for countless Black
Canadian musicians. “If
it wasn’t for Portia White,”
says her niece, Sheila White,
an accomplished pianist
and composer, “there
wouldn’t be a Drake.”

(TOMKINS) COURTESY OF SHIRLEY ANDERSON; (WHITE) YOUSUF KARSH

Charles “Checker”
Marvin Tomkins

“NOBODY
EVER TOLD
ME TO SING.
I WAS BORN
SINGING.”
—PORTIA WHITE
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Maayan Ziv

John Brackett

b. 1990

1890–1958
The mariner who saved Halifax Harbour

Born with muscular dystrophy,
Torontonian Ziv often faced
uncertainty whenever she left
her home. “I use a wheelchair
and I’d go to locations that
were inaccessible without
knowing I’d encounter that
problem,” she says. “I decided
to build a tech company to
help people like me navigate
an inaccessible world.”
In 2015, Ziv started
AccessNow, an online platform that allows users to see
whether a location has ramps,
elevators, accessible washrooms and more. Today, it
provides information on
200,000 locations in 35 countries, and helps tens of thousands of users. “That’s all the
motivation I need,” says Ziv.
“My goal is to share accessibility information about every
single place on the planet.”

On November 3, 1943, Brackett witnessed
a crew desperately trying to put out a fastspreading fire on the U.S. freighter Volunteer.
As a civilian harbour pilot, the 53-year-old
ran a team of tugboats that navigated ships
in and out of Halifax Harbour. He immediately recognized the looming danger: the
freighter carried enough explosive munitions
to destroy the harbour and half of Halifax—
and it was minutes from blowing up.
Brackett jumped aboard the Volunteer and
quickly guided a pair of tugboats to pull the
ship out of harm’s way. Once the freighter
arrived at a nearby island, the crew flooded
the holds to douse the fire, saving the city.

Albertine Lapensée
1898–unknown
The star who changed hockey

Born in 1898, Lapensée learned to skate on
iced-over creeks. When the First World War
sent men to the Western Front, a Québécois
arena owner dreamed up the Eastern Ladies’
Hockey League—and Lapensée seized her
opportunity. Between 1916 and 1917, she
demonstrated astonishing skill, leading the
Cornwall Victorias to glory after glory. Francophone fans referred to her as “l’Étoile des
étoiles”—the star of stars. She once scored
15 goals in a single game. And then, at 18, she
left the spotlight. Little is known about her
later life, but she remains an undercelebrated
icon of Canada’s most beloved game.

ARTHUR MOLA, COURTESY OF MAAYAN ZIV

The entrepreneur making
our cities more accessible

Dr. Frances McGill
1877–1959
The doctor who solved
murder mysteries

Hide Hyodo Shimizu
1908–1999

(SHIMIZU) CITY OF RICHMOND ARCHIVES; (McGILL) LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES CANADA

The teacher who campaigned
for reparations

In 1942, the Canadian government
expelled elementary school teacher
Shimizu and her family from their
Vancouver home and forced them,
along with an estimated 22,000 Japanese Canadians, to live in an internment camp through the Second World
War. Shimizu, who was born in Vancouver, spent three years in the camps.
During that time, she organized the
education of over 2,000 JapaneseCanadian children detained throughout British Columbia—ensuring they
didn’t fall behind.
She didn’t stop there. Shimizu also
advocated for Japanese Canadians’
right to vote, which was won in 1949,
as well as reparations for interned Japanese Canadians. In 1988, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney formally apologized for Canada’s actions during the
war, established a $12-million community fund and paid a token $21,000
to each Japanese-Canadian survivor.

McGill graduated at the top of her
med school class at the University of
Manitoba in 1915 and promptly put
her credentials to good use. As the
Spanish flu pandemic raged in 1918,
McGill, then Saskatchewan’s head
bacteriologist, led a campaign to provide tens of thousands of vaccinations.
Later, her interest in public health
inspired her to work on treatments
for a host of different allergies.
McGill is perhaps best known,
however, as Canada’s answer to Sherlock Holmes. Between 1922, when she
became Saskatchewan’s chief pathologist, and the 1940s, when she formally retired, she kept busy cracking
unsolved cases. McGill’s skill at reading
corpses and crime scenes transformed
the field of criminology: whether she
was piecing together a shattered skull
or examining posthumous tissue, she
was able to discern truth from the
murky mysteries of the body.

rd.ca
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“I’M NOT A
LAZY MAN.
ALL MY LIFE
I’M BUSY.”
40 april 2022

—KEW DOCK YIP

VICTORY PHOTO SERVICE, COURTESY OF THE YIP FAMILY COLLECTION

Kew Dock Yip

Gwen Barlee

1906–2001

1963–2017

The lawyer who challenged
the Chinese Immigration Act

The environmentalist who
protected endangered species

In the early 1940s, when
Vancouver-born Yip
enrolled in law school,
individuals of Asian descent
were forbidden to practise
law in British Columbia. In
fact, Asian people were also
denied the right to vote in
Canada. Neither fazed the
Chinese-Canadian polymath, who graduated from
Toronto’s Osgoode Hall in
1945. In turn, he successfully lobbied the court to
strike down the Chinese
Immigration Act—a law
dating back more than two
decades that prevented
Chinese immigrants from
entering the country. Yip
wasn’t content to rest on
his laurels. Even after establishing a thriving law practice and making brief forays into public service and
acting (including an
appearance in a Cyndi Lauper music video), he never
stopped learning: in his
mid-80s, he re-enrolled in
university because he
wanted to study Shakespearean English.

The daughter of a B.C. MLA, Barlee’s childhood
was spent debating politics and learning about
the majesty of nature. Devoting her life to the
public good, she joined the Wilderness Committee, where she became a ferocious advocate for
the protection of endangered species, such as the
northern spotted owl. Not long before she died
in 2017 of cancer, she presented the B.C. legislature with a petition, signed by 40,000 residents,
to establish a law to protect species at risk. Joe
Foy, Barlee’s friend at the organization, says she
showed that “You don’t have to be wealthy and
powerful—you just have to be aware and care,
and you can make a difference.”

Nellie Cournoyea
b. 1940
The politician who changed the North

Lauded for her “tough, pragmatic approach,
and her relentless work ethic,” in the words of
a former colleague, Cournoyea is also a force to
be reckoned with. The first Indigenous woman
to lead a province or territory, she became a
member of the legislative assembly in 1979 and
served as premier of the Northwest Territories
from 1991 to 1995. For the next 20 years, until
her retirement in 2016, Cournoyea chaired the
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, ensuring Inuvialuit had a say (and a share) in the economic
fortunes of the region and also administering
the historic land-claim settlements she worked
to secure while in the legislature.
rd.ca
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Michelle Douglas

Ron Deibert

b. 1963
The ofﬁcer who opposed discrimination

b. 1964
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Since founding the Citizen Lab
research centre in 2001, University of Toronto professor
Deibert has published more
than 120 eye-opening reports
on cyber espionage, commercial spyware and internet censorship. He first made international headlines in 2009, when
the Citizen Lab uncovered a
China-based spyware attack
on hundreds of computers,
including those of the Dalai
Lama. Deibert’s report on the
massive scope of the attack,
which spanned 103 countries,
spotlighted the wide extent of
digital espionage—and the
urgent need to do something
about it. Since then, the Citizen Lab has detected and
exposed spyware being used
by authoritarian regimes to
monitor political dissidents,
human rights activists and
journalists worldwide. “If we
had 25 Citizen Labs sprinkled
around the planet,” says Deibert, “there would be another
protective layer of dogged
researchers who aren’t afraid
to uncover abuses of power,
no matter where they are.”

THE CANADIAN PRESS/DAVID KAWAI

When Ottawa’s Douglas enlisted in the Canadian Armed Forces in 1986, it felt like a dream
come true. She was devastated when, two
years later, she became the subject of a vicious
investigation on account of her sexuality. At
the time, the military considered LGBTQ2S+
individuals subversives and threats to national
security; Douglas was discharged. In response,
she took the CAF to court. In 1992, the Federal Court of Canada ruled in her favour,
calling for an end to the military’s discriminatory practices. In turn, 718 survivors of
the LGBT Purge filed a class-action lawsuit
against the federal government and won a
settlement of up to $145 million. Douglas is
now the executive director of the LGBT
Purge Fund, advancing human rights for
LGBTQ2S+ people. “I wish I could go back
and tell myself what I’d tell anyone struggling,”
she says. “‘Don’t give up. You are beautiful,
you are loved and you are worthy.’”

The professor safeguarding
the Internet

Marion de Chastelain
1910–2000
The Allied agent who spied on the Nazis

De Chastelain could be a character in a James
Bond movie. After the First World War, her father
moved their family from New York to Romania.
Marion became a polyglot, studied law at the
Sorbonne, rubbed shoulders with European aristocracy and married a London oil baron. Her
cosmopolitan life equipped her for a career as
an international spy. During the Second World
War, she was recruited by British intelligence as
a transcriptionist. She later joined the counterintelligence branch of MI6, running operations
in Vichy France and in the Balkans. After the
war, she became a bona fide Canadian, settling
in Alberta with her husband and children, where
she remained until her death in 2000.

Hussain Guisti
b. 1967

LINDA ROY

The businessman building mosques
across Canada’s North

In 2006, Guisti and his family relocated from
Winnipeg to Thompson, Manitoba—only to
discover it didn’t have a mosque. In response,
Guisti started the Zubaidah Tallab Foundation
and raised donations to build one. The building
opened its doors in 2007. Next, the Muslim
community of Inuvik, N.W.T., asked him for
help. He raised $323,000 and in late 2010, the
mosque welcomed its first worshippers. Guisti
has since built mosques in Whitehorse and
Iqaluit, with Yellowknife up next. “These Muslims now have mosques where they can come
together, put down roots and flourish,” he says.

Autumn Peltier
b. 2004
The teen ﬁghting
for clean water

In 2018, Peltier, a 13-yearold member of Wiikwemkoong First Nation,
addressed the United
Nations General Assembly
in New York City for World
Water Day, imploring
them to “warrior up” and
stop polluting the planet’s
water. “No child should
grow up not knowing what
clean water is,” she said.
The following year,
the Anishinabek Nation
appointed her their chief
water commissioner, a role
that has her advocating
for the 29 First Nation
communities that lack
clean drinking water. Now
17, she’s still at it. “It’s
unacceptable that a country
as rich in resources as
Canada can treat its Indigenous people so poorly,”
says Peltier.
rd.ca
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Waneek Horn-Miller

George Klein

b. 1975
The Olympian inspiring the next generation

1904–1992
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Klein helped invent aircraft skis, a life-saving
microsurgical staple
gun used to suture
blood vessels and the
first Canadian nuclear
reactor, among many
other wonders. But he
is probably best known
for designing the first
mass-produced electric
wheelchair in 1953,
which transformed the
lives of countless quadriplegic Canadian Second World War veterans. When Klein was
in his 70s, the National
Research Council of
Canada pulled him out
of retirement to help
design the Canadarm,
an innovative robotic
arm used in NASA’s
space shuttle program.
Three years after he
died, Klein was inducted
into the Canadian Science and Engineering
Hall of Fame, where he
joined the likes of Alexander Graham Bell and
Frederick Banting.

(HORN-MILLER) CP PHOTO/COC; (KLEIN) NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

At 14, Horn-Miller had a near-death experience
that changed her life. While standing in solidarity
with fellow Mohawks during the 1990 Oka Crisis,
the escalating tensions between protestors and the
Canadian military and provincial police erupted
into violence. As she attempted to carry her fouryear-old sister, Kaniehtiio Horn, to safety, a soldier stabbed her in the chest with a bayonet. She
survived the incident and used the trauma to fuel
her dream of becoming an Olympic athlete. “I
channelled all the anger, pain and sadness from
my experiences into something positive and
empowering,” she says.
In 2000, as co-captain of the national water polo
team, Horn-Miller became the first Mohawk woman
to represent Canada at the Olympics. The 46-yearold now serves as a motivational speaker, helping
Indigenous youth build self-esteem and achieve
their dreams through education and sport.

The engineer behind
1,000 technologies

“THE LAB WAS
WONDERFUL
BECAUSE
IT WAS FUN.
SERIOUS FUN.”
—GEORGE KLEIN
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Reginald Aubrey Fessenden
1866–1932
The radio pioneer who connected us to the world

b. 1974
The educator empowering
Black children

In 2020, Halifax lawyer
and professor Zellars
co-founded the African
Nova Scotian Freedom
School. The original Freedom schools emerged
during the 1960s U.S.
Civil Rights Movement. “I
wanted to give Black children the tools and support
to understand this ongoing
pivotal moment of their history,” says Zellars, “which
they simply wouldn’t get in
public school.” The courses
educate Black youth on
their rich heritage and also
teach skills to help students become community
organizers. Zellars will next
start a year-long program
in Halifax. She dreams of
her work becoming a template for new schools
across Canada, creating
future generations of
Black leaders.
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Mary Ann Shadd Cary
1823–1893
The newspaper publisher who
campaigned against slavery

“Self-reliance is the true road to independence.”
That was the tag line of The Provincial Freeman,
an antislavery broadsheet first published in
1853 in Windsor, Ont. It could also be the motto
of the paper’s publisher and editor, Shadd Cary.
Born in Delaware, she later relocated to Canada
and founded The Provincial Freeman to celebrate the free Black community. Being the first
Black woman to publish a newspaper—in the
pre-Civil War era, no less—might seem like the
accomplishment of a lifetime, but it was just
one of many for an individual who committed
her life to activism, abolition and education.

COURTESY OF DR. RACHEL ZELLARS

Rachel Zellars

Fessenden is one of Canada’s most influential,
but least celebrated, engineer-inventors. Born
in 1866 and raised in Ontario, he cultivated an
early interest in science, sparked as much by
the influence of his own uncle, a physics
teacher, as by Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone transmissions in nearby Bolton, Ont.
By 1906, he was responsible for pulling off the
first two-way transatlantic transmission, during
which he invited naval officers at sea to tune in
to a Christmas Eve program of music and good
cheer. He attempted countless experiments,
many of which resulted in serendipitous discoveries that range from sonar technology for
boats to tea infusers and an X-ray machine.

HEALTH

How
asthma
became
one of the
most overdiagnosed
diseases
in Canada
O U T O F
B R E A T H

BY

Renée Pellerin, FROM THE WALRUS
illustration by anson chan
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F
following a bout of pneumonia in
2014, 70-year-old Becky Hollingsworth
experienced a persistent cough and
shortness of breath. She didn’t wheeze
or feel any chest tightness. Still, her
doctor diagnosed her as having
asthma, and prescribed two inhalers
plus an oral medication. They eased
her cough. She didn’t think much of
the diagnosis until months later,
when she received a phone call inviting her to participate in a study. As a
retired nurse, Hollingsworth was an
eager recruit.
The study, led by Shawn Aaron, who
is a professor of medicine at the University of Ottawa and a respirologist at
The Ottawa Hospital, was designed to
investigate how often doctors overdiagnose asthma. Aaron had become
increasingly alarmed by the number
of patients who had been referred to
him because their asthma medications
weren’t working. When he retested
such patients for the disease, he found
that many did not, in fact, have
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asthma. He had already completed
several smaller studies that suggested
asthma overdiagnosis was surprisingly
common. This new project was ambitious, involving 613 adults in 10 locations across the country—the largest
such study to date.
Hollingsworth agreed to undergo
repeated tests in Ottawa, an hour-long
drive from her home near Arnprior, Ont.
Aaron’s team first completed a simple,
non-invasive procedure called spirometry—a test that Hollingsworth should
have already undergone, but hadn’t.
Wearing nose clips, patients exhale into
a tube connected to a spirometer, a
device that measures airflow, as fast and
hard as they can for six seconds. After
three blows, they inhale a bronchodilator—medication that relaxes muscles
around the airways—wait 15 minutes
and do three more blows. If the machine
registers sufficient improvement in airflow, the diagnosis is asthma.
In Hollingsworth’s case, the bronchodilator made no difference, indicating she might not have the disease.
But asthma symptoms can come and
go. On a good day, a patient can do
well on spirometry but still have the
condition. Aaron therefore submitted
all study participants who appeared
asthma-free to a second test: the
methacholine challenge.
Methacholine is a chemical that
causes the airways to get twitchy and
irritable. During the test, patients inhale
increasing doses of methacholine and

blow into a spirometer after each
increase. A person with asthma will
react badly and be hyper-responsive to
low doses of the chemical.
The methacholine challenge is used
when cases are difficult to diagnose. It
takes up more lab time than spirometry
and, because the chemical is expensive,
costs more. But Aaron needed to be
precise. For even greater certainty, he
instructed participants who passed the
methacholine challenge, thus indicating no asthma, to halve their medication over several weeks and then get

disease (GERD). Several had serious
cardiorespiratory disease, including
ischemic heart disease, that had been
missed. Hollingsworth had a post–viral
infection cough linked to her previous
pneumonia. She never did, and still
does not, have asthma.
Aaron’s conclusions, published in
the Journal of the American Medical
Association in 2017, were consistent
with earlier research in Canada, Italy,
the Netherlands and Sweden. He is
careful to note that asthma can go into
remission and that a later discovery

IT TURNED OUT HOLLINGSWORTH HAD A
POST-VIRAL INFECTION. SHE NEVER DID,
AND STILL DOESN’T, HAVE ASTHMA.
retested. If the test was negative, he
instructed patients to stop taking medication altogether and then test again
in three weeks. Those who continued
to show no signs of asthma were then
assessed by a pulmonologist to determine what they actually had.
The results were stunning. About
one-third of the participants—203 in
total—did not have active asthma.
(After 12 months of follow-up, that
number declined slightly, to 181.) Sixtyone people had no symptoms at all,
and almost as many only had allergies.
Among the others, some suffered anxiety, while others had gastroesophageal

that it isn’t active doesn’t always signal
a misdiagnosis.
At the same time, Aaron asked each
study participant’s doctor to complete
a questionnaire and medical-record
review and provide evidence of spirometry, methacholine challenge or
other objective tests employed in making the original diagnosis. Of the 530
physicians who responded, only half
had requested any such tests. The
other half had made the diagnosis subjectively, simply on the basis of what
they observed in an office examination—suggesting a more systemic, and
disturbing, problem.
rd.ca
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It would be unthinkable to diagnose
diabetes without ordering a blood test
or to prescribe blood-pressure medication without wrapping a cuff around
a patient’s arm to measure it. Yet many
family physicians don’t order the standard test for asthma. As a result, nearly
one-third of the three million adult
Canadians estimated to have asthma
may not have the disease after all.
getting it wrong is not a trivial matter.
Being labelled with a chronic illness
can have psychological effects and hold

administer the test in their own offices,
but many find it impractical because,
for one, the fees involved aren’t
enough to cover the effort. In Ontario,
the provincial health plan pays physicians about $24 to perform spirometry; British Columbia pays roughly
$28; Saskatchewan, about $50. Some
provinces, including Quebec, pay no
fee at all.
Meanwhile, a high-quality, wellinterpreted test takes time and expertise. Patients need coaching to do the
test properly; the procedure can take

SHE COULDN’T BREATHE AND PANICKED.
IT WAS THE SCARIEST THING OF HER LIFE.
SHE FELT LIKE SHE WAS CHOKING.
people back from physical activity.
Drugs have side effects, inhalers
included. Typically, people with asthma
use a corticosteroid inhaler daily and an
emergency bronchodilator—such as the
familiar blue puffer, Ventolin—if they
have an attack. Prolonged use of steroids is associated with osteoporosis,
earlier cataract formation, glaucoma,
easy bruising and skin thinning. And it
can be tragic when misdiagnosis means
a serious disease goes undetected.
Specialists have long argued that
family physicians should not diagnose
asthma without first ordering spirometry. Some general practitioners will
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half an hour. The machine spits out
results, but they are meaningless if the
physician is not experienced in decoding them. Clare Ramsey is an associate
professor of respirology and critical
care at the University of Manitoba.
When she gets a referral, the first thing
she does is make sure the patient actually has asthma. She sees some who’ve
never had spirometry; others have had
spirometry that “in no way looks like
asthma” but led to a misdiagnosis
because of poor interpretation.
The better option for GPs is to send
patients to specialty lung-function
labs, where spirometry is routine. But

there are waiting lists. Those labs are
usually in hospitals, where appointments aren’t easy to get. At Winnipeg’s
Health Sciences Centre, for example,
it can take six months to get a test.
Wait times can be an issue across
the country. When a patient has trouble breathing and it looks like asthma,
it’s expedient to offer medication and
say, “Let’s try this and see if it helps.”
Yet medication may improve breathing
even if the patient doesn’t have
asthma, so if a doctor doesn’t follow up
with spirometry to confirm, the patient
could be one of the thousands who
end up living with the wrong diagnosis—and unnecessary suffering.
rhonda gould knows the frustration,
and the harm, of waiting for a reliable
diagnosis. She is a 58-year-old dentaladministrative assistant living in
North Vancouver who developed a
lung infection in the spring of 2020, just
as COVID-19 erupted. Her COVID-19
test was negative, and her infection
was treated, but she was left with a rattling sound in her chest. By August, she
was having difficulty breathing. A spirometry test did not indicate asthma,
but her respirologist suggested she try
inhalers, hoping they would provide
some relief. She needed a methacholine
challenge test to be certain about the
asthma, but due to the pandemic,
pulmonary-function labs were severely
restricted in what they could do. She
would have to wait—for months.

The breathing attacks continued
through the summer, and in September,
Gould’s family doctor, suspecting that
her condition was triggered by fumes
from the aggressive use of disinfectant
wipes in the clinic where she worked,
recommended she transfer to office
duties. Her breathing improved, but on
November 18, she was needed back in
the clinic. By the end of the day, she
could not get a breath and was panicking. “It was the scariest thing of my life,”
she recalls. “I felt like I was choking.”
That evening, she made a desperate
call to her respirologist, who helped
calm her as she took puffs from her
steroid inhaler. He told her to stay
away from the wipes. Then he sent a
referral to Chris Carlsten, head of
respiratory medicine and director
of the occupational lung-disease clinic
at the University of British Columbia.
Carlsten was able to expedite the
testing Gould needed. Finally, the following January, she had a second spirometry test, followed about two weeks
later by a methacholine challenge,
which confirmed the absence of
asthma. Her respirologist also did a
scope of her lungs and noted that her
vocal cords were erratic and twitchy.
After reviewing the complete file,
Carlsten concluded that she likely had
an irritable larynx syndrome that could
explain her reaction to the sanitation
wipes. He recommended speech therapy to strengthen the muscles around
her vocal cords. Gould was off work
rd.ca
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through that winter. When she returned
in April, she was assigned to administrative duty, distanced from the clinic.
“I had good care,” says Gould, resigned
to the circumstances of the pandemic.
But getting the proper diagnosis was a
year-long ordeal—one that she hopes is
a lesson for doctors when it comes to
prompt and appropriate testing before
diagnosing asthma.
vancouver is one model for better
access to spirometry. Over a decade
ago, 17 hospitals agreed to use the
same referral form, making it easier

Health, a new organization dedicated
to the prevention and care of asthma
and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD). He has tried for many
years to educate family physicians
about the importance of objective tests
for asthma and agrees with Shawn
Aaron that getting a spirometry test
should be as easy as getting an X-ray for
a broken bone. But it will take a cultural
shift. Spirometry is, quite simply,
undervalued. While Carlsten firmly
believes that, if more labs offer spirometry, more family doctors will request
it, he also thinks efforts may be better

BY THE END OF ANY CONVERSATION SHE
WOULD BE GASPING. HER DOCTOR SAID IT
WAS HER PREVIOUS ANXIETY DIAGNOSIS.
for patients to book appointments
and choose the lung-function lab most
convenient for them. Also, a special
clinic attached to Vancouver General
Hospital eliminates wait times for spirometry by providing walk-in tests to
anyone with a doctor’s requisition. In
2019, the clinic reportedly saw 4,000
walk-ins. Still, access to spirometry
remains a huge problem elsewhere in
the province—and the country.
“We know that the need for spirometry is massive compared to what’s
actually being done,” says Carlsten, who
is also the director of Legacy for Airway
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directed at educating the public so that
patients know to demand the test.
Jazzminn Hein, for one, wishes she
had known to ask for spirometry. She’d
never heard of the procedure and
didn’t know she actually had asthma.
Her case presents a different consequence resulting from the lack of spirometry testing: underdiagnosis. Hein
was always finding herself out of
breath. She told herself it was because
she was out of shape—and smoking
didn’t help. She was only 24 but had
started in her teenage years because
“smoking was cool.”

Then she became pregnant, and the
morning sickness was so severe she
could barely eat, let alone tolerate a
cigarette, and she quit. Her breathing
didn’t improve. Her job in customer
service for a telecommunications company required her to be on the phone
a lot; by the end of a conversation,
she’d be gasping. It was her previous
anxiety diagnosis, her family doctor determined.
Then, one fall day in 2020, she and
her mother-in-law packed her infant
daughter into her stroller for a walk
along the creek near her home in
Maple Leaf, Ont. It was a jeans and
T-shirt kind of day. As they went up a
slight incline on the trail, she felt herself getting winded; when she reached
the top, she was doubled over, with
her chest burning and her lungs on
fire. While she struggled for breath,
her mother-in-law, a woman who’d
smoked for 30-plus years, was doing
just fine. Hein knew something was
wrong. Another day not long after,
she was so frightened by chest pain
that she went to the hospital. It was
just a panic attack, she was told, just
her anxiety.
About a month later, Hein received a
call from The Ottawa Hospital asking
whether she had shortness of breath, a

cough or wheezing, and if she would
like to be part of a new study. She
agreed. This time, Aaron wanted to find
out how many people have asthma or
COPD but haven’t been properly diagnosed. In November, Hein visited the
study centre in Ottawa for the first of
two spirometries. On her second visit,
she met Aaron, who diagnosed her
with asthma and sent her home with a
prescription for inhalers.
Her quality of life has since dramatically improved. She’s able to exercise
more, sleeps better and doesn’t have
shortness of breath or chest pain.
Knowing the true cause of her symptoms has also helped with her anxiety;
there’s no need to panic over breathing
problems. Her two-year-old daughter
now has a baby brother.
Aaron expects to complete his large
study, which involves about 4,000 people across Canada, by the end of this
year and hopes to publish results by
the end of 2023. Preliminary findings,
after testing 2,400 people, revealed that
eight per cent of study participants had
undiagnosed asthma and 12 per cent
had undiagnosed COPD. It’s more evidence that with a simple, cheap test,
many lives would be different.
© 2021, RENÉE PELLERIN. FROM “FALSE POSITIVE: WHY
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS MAY NOT HAVE ASTHMA AFTER
ALL,” THE WALRUS ( JULY 27, 2021), THEWALRUS.CA

On the Green
You swing your best when you have the fewest things to think about.
BOBBY JONES, GOLFER
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Mark Pisano
raced to rescue
Desireé Rodriguez.

reader’s digest

Kept afloat by her orange life jacket,
nine-year-old Desireé Rodriguez had
watched helplessly as one family member after another perished. Just as she,
too, began to give up, the skipper of a
fishing boat spotted her bobbing in
the water. Within minutes, the boat’s
first officer had leaped in and grabbed
Desireé, pulling her back toward the
boat—and toward life.
That was 36 years ago, and it was the
last time the rescuers and the girl had
seen one another—until last year.
may 18, 1986, was the kind of beautiful,
sunny day that regularly brought the
Rodriguez family to Santa Catalina
Island, about 35 kilometres off the shore
of Los Angeles, for some fishing on their
nine-metre pleasure boat, the DC Too.
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Desireé’s father, a 30-year-old construction worker named Thomas Rodriguez, loved the sport, especially catching bass. A strong, slender man, he had
instilled in his oldest daughter a love
of the outdoors, teaching her how to
bait a hook and cast a line.
As was their custom at least once a
month, the family boarded their boat
that morning for a carefree day trip.
For the first time, Thomas’s sister,
Corinne Wheeler, 33, and her husband, Allen Wheeler, 34, had decided
to join them, leaving their three children at home in the Riverside, California, neighbourhood where both
families lived. They spent the day
fishing in the Pacific Ocean, then left
the island in the early evening. Soon
dense fog rolled in.

(PREVIOUS SPREAD) COURTESY MARK PISANO

She had been drifting in the
cold Paciﬁc water for a night
and most of a day.

STILLFX/GETTY IMAGES, LOS ANGELES TIMES

Desireé fell into a light sleep beside paul strasser and Mark Pisano, two
her five-year-old sister, Trisha, at a table strapping 23-year-olds, were still new
on the boat’s lower deck. Their father’s to captaining boats when they pushed
sharp orders startled her awake: “Get off from San Pedro at 6:00 a.m. on May
19. They had 35 passengers aboard the
out of the boat. It’s sinking!”
Desireé pushed her sister into the First String, a craft they’d helped build,
cold, dark water. Both girls wore life for a fishing expedition.
jackets. The adults did not. The girls
The best friends had met as 14-yearwere followed by their mother, Petra olds. Soon after, Strasser had quit his
Rodriguez, a petite, quiet 29-year-old job delivering newspapers to join
who was pregnant.
Pisano working on fishing boats, where
Within seconds, the boat capsized, they scrubbed decks, cleaned fish and
leaving just the tip of its bow in the air— earned the title of “pinheads”—eager
and the six family members stranded. young fishermen learning the ropes.
Looking into the faces of her father,
They graduated to deckhands and
mother, aunt, uncle and sister, Desireé eventually to full-fledged fishermen.
wasn’t frightened.
They spent their free time learning their
“It was like what you would see in a trade. Before long, they became two of
movie,” she recalls. “You could see noth- the youngest captains working at their
ing around you. It was just dark. But it San Pedro marina.
was peaceful, quiet.”
A clipping from the Los Angeles Times’
After some time, her father told 1986 coverage
them he would swim for help. “I’ll
be back,” he said before disappearing into the darkness.
“My dad was like the superhero
to me. I actually thought he would
get help,” Desireé says.
A while later, her mother began
foaming at the mouth, then she
went still. Desireé wrapped a rope
around her mother’s chest and tied
her to the boat so she wouldn’t float
away. Then her sister died, too.
“I remember it was just pretty
much quiet after that,” Desireé says.
“I think we were all just kind of in
disbelief and just waiting.”
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Their fishing trip that day began
uneventfully. Pisano remembers the
weather was “pea soup fog”—so thick
you couldn’t see the stern of the boat—
and the fish weren’t biting all morning.
“We were going to try one more spot
and then go home,” Pisano says. But
then some yellowtail, a prized game
fish, started biting. The fishermen hung
around for another couple of hours,
pulling in fish after fish. As they
worked, the fog cleared and the sun
started shining.

PUMPING WITH
ADRENALINE, HE
SWAM TO DESIREÉ
AND GRABBED
HER LIFE JACKET.
as night turned into the next day,
Desireé and her aunt and uncle were
slipping in and out of consciousness.
To keep themselves awake, Desireé and
her aunt daydreamed about what they
would do after they were rescued.
They would stay in a hotel, order room
service and burrow under the blankets
in bed, cozy and warm.
“We kind of still had hope,” Desireé
says. “Like, we’re going to be okay. We’re
going to come out of this.”
Her uncle evidently didn’t share their
hope. With the afternoon sun now high
overhead, he swam away from the boat.
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“He just kind of gave up,” she recalls.
She swam after him, propelled by
her aunt’s plea: “Don’t let him drown.”
Desireé caught up with him quickly but
struggled to keep her tall, stocky uncle
above water. She finally had to let go,
and he slipped beneath the surface.
Desireé doesn’t remember how or
when her aunt died. But soon, the nineyear-old became aware that she was
alone in the ocean. “At that point, I just
kind of made the decision that I needed
to get away from the boat,” Desireé
remembers. “I need to swim away to
somewhere else. Where? I didn’t know.”
late that afternoon, Strasser and
Pisano set off on the return voyage to
San Pedro with their haul of fresh-caught
yellowtail. About 11 kilometres away
from Catalina Island, Strasser noticed
something white flashing in the water.
He steered the First String toward it
and peered through his binoculars,
thinking it might be a boat bumper.
“We’ve got something going on here;
this is weird,” Strasser recalls saying.
“When I pulled up to it, I saw a dead
body face down,” he says. “It was tangled up in all this rope.”
Strasser radioed the Coast Guard.
Passengers were yelling on the deck
below. In the commotion, he noticed
two other people in the water; one was
floating face down. The other, wearing
an orange life jacket, was bobbing with
the swells, her head and brown hair
visible just above the water.

(LEFT) COURTESY PAUL STRASSER; (RIGHT) CAROLYN COLE/ LOS ANGELES TIMES

Paul Strasser and Mark Pisano; the two men reuniting with Rodriguez in 2021

Strasser steered the boat closer and
Pisano jumped into the water. Pumping with adrenaline, he swam toward
the figure and grabbed the life jacket.
From her near-unconscious state,
Desireé flinched. Pisano swam her back
to the boat, where Coast Guard medics
covered her in warm water bottles that
felt prickly on her cold skin.
If the boat hadn’t come right then,
says Desireé, now 46, “I don’t think I
would have lived, I’ll be honest with
you. I think at that point, I was just
kind of done.”
A Coast Guard spokeswoman said at
the time that Desireé had “a strong, resilient constitution.” The little girl left the
hospital the next day after being treated
for exhaustion and hypothermia.
When officials pulled the family’s

boat out of the water, they didn’t find
any sign of collision, concluding that a
large swell, perhaps from the wake of
a passing ship, may have capsized
the DC Too. The two bodies they had
found were those of Desireé’s mother
and aunt. The search for Desireé’s
father, sister and uncle was abandoned
two days after her rescue.
“I had hoped that my dad did make
it somewhere,” Desireé says. “Maybe he
is living on an island and just got amnesia and didn’t know that he has a family.
You know, you always have hope. But
as I got older, reality set in, and I’m
like, okay, he didn’t make it.”
Desireé Rodriguez, now Desireé Campuzano, was adopted by another aunt
and uncle. No one asked about her experience in the water. They didn’t want to
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traumatize her, she says. She attended
therapy for a while but mostly she coped
by herself and tried to be a good person, guided constantly by the question,
What would my parents expect of me?
She attended junior college while
building a career in criminal justice.
She married in 2013 and a year later
gave birth to a son.
In her late 20s, Desireé began to wonder about her rescuers. She sent Oprah
Winfrey a message to try to get help
finding them, but nothing came of it.
Strasser and Pisano sometimes thought
of her, too, especially whenever anyone
asked, What’s your wildest story at sea?
But neither Desireé nor the men who
saved her knew where to start looking.
“Desireé was a ghost,” Strasser says.
“We saved her. She’s out in the world.
And that’s all we knew.”
when the covid-19 pandemic derailed
Philip Friedman’s plans to return to his
teaching job near Shanghai, China, the
63-year-old fishing aficionado decided
to stick around Southern California
with his family and make a podcast
about his hobby.
Friedman Adventures launched in
December 2020, broadcasting stories
from fishermen around the wharf
talking about boats, catches and fishing tips. One episode featured Pisano
talking about the 1986 rescue.
That day, 41-year-old Pablo Peña
tuned in to the show on his commute
to work. The incredible story he heard
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on the air triggered a memory. Peña
remembered a conversation he’d had
years earlier with a former co-worker.
She’d made an offhand comment about
losing her parents in a boating accident and being the only survivor.
“It started to churn my wheels, and I
was like, well, it could be her,” Peña says.
“But he would have to say her name was
Desireé Rodriguez to make this solid.”
Then Pisano said on the podcast,
“Her name was Desireé Rodriguez, the
girl we rescued. I can’t tell you how
many Desireé Rodriguezes are in L.A.”

“I FEEL LIKE SHE’S
OUR DAUGHTER—
BECAUSE WE
BROUGHT HER
BACK TO LIFE.”
“I was like, holy moly,” Peña says.
“Wow, this is just surreal.” He had met
the podcaster a decade earlier on a
fishing excursion, so he sent a message
to Friedman.
“I said, ‘You gotta be kidding me,
dude,’ ” Friedman says. “I’m going to
try to locate her. We’ve got to finish
this story!”
Friedman concocted a plan to surprise the two fishing captains with the
woman they’d rescued years earlier.
First he reached out to Desireé to ensure
she wanted to meet her rescuers.

“It felt weird. Not a bad weird, but it
was just kind of eerie,” says Desireé,
now a sergeant in the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department. “After all
these years, for this to come up—what
are the chances? Very slim.”
Desireé agreed to show up at the
studio a few days later. The plan was
that she would pose as Raquel, a translator who was helping to retell the
captains’ rescue tale for a program on
Spanish television.
“I was nervous at first,” Desireé
says, “just to see the guys and to put
some finalization to the question of
what happened.”
All smiles, she listened to her rescuers recount their side of the story, clueless to her true identity.
After almost 10 minutes, Friedman
ended the ruse. “Boys, I want to tell
you something,” he said. “This is not a
translator. I’m going to let her introduce herself to you.”
“I’m Desireé,” she said, her voice
wavering.
Pisano slapped the table in an instant
of recognition. Amid hugs, tears and
exclamations, the story that decades

earlier had united the strangers came
tumbling out.
“I feel like she’s sort of our daughter,
in a way, because we brought her back
to life,” Strasser says.
For years, Desireé had wondered
about the men who had rescued her.
Now that she’s reunited with them, she
hopes to stay connected forever.
On May 18, 2021, the 35th anniversary of the accident, Strasser and
Pisano took Desireé and her family on
their fishing boat to Catalina Island,
following the same course they took all
those years ago.
“It looked just the same as it did the
day we found her,” says Strasser. They
stopped the boat and the family said
some prayers. Then the men handed
them bunches of flowers—carnations,
roses and lilies—to toss into the water
in remembrance.
It was an almost uncannily perfect
gesture. The men had no way of
knowing, so a teary Desireé explained:
lilies had been her mother’s favourite flowers.
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MARCH 10, 2021), COPYRIGHT ©
2021 BY LOS ANGELES TIMES, LATIMES.COM

Balancing Act
When spirits are low, when the day appears dark,
when work becomes monotonous, when hope hardly
seems worth having, just mount a bicycle and go for
a spin down the road, without thought on anything
but the ride you are taking.
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
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AS KIDS SEE IT

My ﬁve-year-old told
me she can’t help me
clean up her toys
because she’s tired
from all the work she
does at school.
When I asked her
what she meant by
“work,” she answered,
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“They’re always making
us write our names.”

“I was playing birdsongs
to help him relax.” (My
kid, after putting headphones on our cat.)

My eight-year-old sister
gave our grandmother
a wish list. It included
gymnastics clothes, a
slime box, a robot to
help her colour, pyjamas, bath bombs and
$15,000.

—

— REDDIT.COM

—

@SNARKYMOMMY78

@RACHELXSUSSMAN

MAYA LEMAITRE

“I want to quit school and fly south next winter, too.”

Watching football with
my 11-year-old daughter is fun. When I get
frustrated with my
team, she’ll ask calming
questions like, “Daddy,
do you really think you
can do better than
the players?”
—

@DAD_AT_LAW

I wish I had the same conﬁdence as my
ﬁve-year-old jumping on a trampoline,
telling me to look out for him in case his
head hits an airplane.
—

@TRACIEBREAUX

issue was—it turned
out she’d told them I
was a real-life vampire.
—

@GAIALECT

After repeatedly stressing the importance of
oral hygiene to my kid,
I found a note that read,
“Mom, I left my spit in
the sink as proof that I
brushed my teeth.”

My two-year-old’s granola bar wrapper was
pulled down slightly too
low. I’m not sure he’ll
ever be able to recover
from it.

— PAMELA GOODCHILD,

— BESS KALB, writer

—

Pointe-Claire, Que.

My three-year-old is
going through his
no-sleeping phase. One
night I finally got him to
return to his room. He
walked in angry and
said, “Sleeping is not
that fun. And I just want
to have fun.”
— ANDY TSANG, Toronto

When my niece was
seven, I accompanied
her on a school field trip.
All day long, her classmates ran away from
me. I asked her what the

at the pier today. “Look,
they’re helping the fish
out of the water,” he
said. “That’s so nice!”

My six-year-old daughter and I were listening
to “Castles Made of
Sand” by Jimi Hendrix
while driving.
“What’s he singing
about, Daddy?” she
asked.
“He’s saying that
nothing in life is permanent,” I answered.
She replied, “But
markers are permanent!”
— DAVID PEABODY, Calgary

My toddler and I saw
some fishermen down

@AVERAGE_DAD1

Toddler: Daddy, I have a
question: what is on
your head?
Me: I don’t know. You
tell me.
Toddler: Nothing…
because you have
no hair!
— JAMELLE BOUIE, journalist

My wife got our fouryear-old a bowl of cereal.
He then complained he
didn’t want milk in the
cereal and proceeded to
pour out the milk and
rinse off the cereal flakes
with water.
—

@KEVINTHEDAD

Send us your original
jokes! You could earn $50
and be featured in the
magazine. See page 6 or
rd.ca/joke for details.
rd.ca
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HEART

A collection of
family letters
contained a
lifetime of
surprises
BY Andrea Battista
FROM THE GLOBE AND MAIL

illustration by aliya ghare

MY MOTHER-IN-LAW left us an unexpected and priceless gift. After she died in 2016 at the age of 92, my
husband, Richard, and his sister went through the
contents of her house in Montreal. Richard discovered every letter we had written her during our
46-year marriage, neatly filed and stacked in four
shoeboxes behind the furnace. Each letter was put
back into its original envelope, giving us a record of
our various homes in Ontario—we lived in Toronto,
then Chatham and now Burlington—throughout the
years. Equally important, she kept all the letters that
my mother had written to her, too.
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I come from a long line of letter writers. My grandparents, who came to
Canada from Scotland between 1909
and 1913, loved to receive letters from
across the ocean. When I was away
in Germany on a student exchange in
1970, my grandfather kept my airmail
letters in his shirt pocket and read
them daily. Knowing this, I tried my
best to write to our two families regularly. And when I got older, I made a
point to stay in touch with my parents
every week or so.

EVERY LETTER WAS
NEATLY FILED AND
STACKED IN FOUR
SHOEBOXES BEHIND
THE FURNACE.
Before cheap telephone rates and
the Internet, letters were our only
means of staying in touch. Receiving
letters is still special to me. It means
another person took the time to find
paper, an envelope and a stamp, and
then sit at a table to think about you
and write down their feelings. They
might have even taken a walk to a post
box. I hope that all my handwritten
notes bring this same pleasure to
friends and family—and that each
word communicates compassion.
During the pandemic, I’ve had time
to go through the 300 letters my
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mother-in-law saved. My handwriting
was good when I wrote regularly! It is
certainly messier now. I read of our
early married life, our struggle to
have children and, especially, the
progress of our three children from
birth to adulthood.
When my children were little, I was
sure I would remember every detail of
their lives, but after reading these letters, I discovered much that I had forgotten. One letter reminded me that
our daughter used to run and kiss the
framed photo of her grandparents
when she was 18 months old. Now her
own little daughter does the same
thing! (In fact, we had to laminate a
photo for her because she wanted to
carry it around the house.) I learned
from other letters that our firstborn
had scored more soccer goals and
fared better at field days than I remember, and that he was sad when he beat
his best friend in the spelling bee.
I began transcribing all these details
for my children and now they have
details of conversations they had when
they were small. Thanks to the letters,
we can even compare their early heights
and weights with their own children’s.
To read the letters written by my
mother to my mother-in-law is another
special gift. Her handwriting is such a
treasure. I read of two women of a similar generation discussing their physical
ailments, saying more to each other
than they ever would to us. I learned of
the advice and empathy they had for
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I’m always thankful to
Some of the letters
those who write to me:
Andrea’s mother-inthere’s Heather, who has
law saved
sent me a letter at Christmas
for the past 22 years; Sarah,
who shares my birthdate
and wrote me a lovely letter
after many years apart; Nick,
who has stamps and paper
at the ready; my nieces and
nephews who send written
thank-you notes for the gifts
that I send their children;
what was happening around them. I and my colleagues and friends who
wish that I had saved my mother’s let- send words at difficult times.
ters to me, but now, I have these letters
Perhaps the greatest gift that these
that tell me things about my own letters have given me is to see how
mother that I never knew. I see that much Richard’s parents needed and
although Mom and Mamma came from cherished our letters to them. They
different cultures and different parts could not throw them away. We lived
of the country, they saw themselves in far from them, and although we saw
each other’s eyes and shared their great them regularly, it’s not the same as
love for us, their children, and for our living in the same city. I can imagine
children, their grandchildren.
my mother-in-law taking the time to
browse through the boxes once in a
NOWADAYS, I LOVE getting letters from
while when she was in the basement
friends on my birthday and especially doing the laundry. The letters helped
before Christmas. (If they send the let- her to know her grandchildren and to
ter by mail inside a card, even better.) feel a part of our lives.
I shall file them and organize them
I can hear their voices and see them
again as if we were in the same room. for my children so they can read the
I still send Christmas cards and try to events of our lives and know that
include a personal, handwritten addi- they, too, were cherished. Seeing these
tion to my typed letter. And of course, old letters of mine, I have vowed to
I send letters when people are cele- start a correspondence with my
brating their birthdays, anniversaries own grandchildren.
and retirement, or if they’re ill and can © 2021, ANDREA BATTISTA. FROM “HANDWRITTEN LETTERS
ARE A POWERFUL TOOL OF FRIENDSHIP,” THE GLOBE AND
use some cheer.
MAIL (AUGUST 30, 2021), THEGLOBEANDMAIL.COM
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HUMOUR

WHAT’S SO

FUNNY?
In the end, my Mom
and I ﬁnally made
one another laugh
BY

Drew Hayden Taylor

illustration by erin hill
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in 1990, during a performance of my
stage play The Bootlegger Blues at
my reserve, Curve Lake First Nation
in Ontario, I became fixated on one
particular member of the audience.
The play is a comedy about an older
woman bootlegging beer to raise
money for the church. While everybody else laughed, there she sat, staring at the floor, with her fingers in her
ears. I’ll never forget her look of complete discomfort.
That woman was my mother.
I wish I could say her reaction that
evening was an isolated incident, but
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it was one of many I remember when
I was first starting out as a playwright.
Despite the fact I’d established
myself as a humorist, my mother never
found me or my work particularly
funny. We loved each other deeply, of
course, but she was my hardest critic.
“Is Drew really that funny?” she’d ask
family members.
To make matters worse, the feeling
was mutual: though our social circle
swore that she was hilarious, I never
saw it. For starters, unlike me, she
never had a clever spin on world
events or the state of affairs in her
community. How could she be funny?
My mother was supposedly very
funny in her first language, Anishinaabemowin, but alas, I didn’t speak it.
One of the most intriguing characteristics of a good deal of Indigenous languages, I’ve been told, is that they’re
structured for maximum hilarity. At
family gatherings, when somebody
would say something “funny” in Anishinaabemowin, she’d lean over and
explain it to me. Sometimes the humour
translated. Sometimes it didn’t.
For a while I was convinced I would
never make her laugh. Then, in 2005, I
succeeded. I had published a book
called, of all things, Me Funny. In it were
dozens of essays deconstructing Indigenous humour, along with 50 so-called
“Indian jokes” to break up the various
chapters. (For instance, “Why do Native
people hate snow? Because it’s white
and all over our land.”) They cracked

her up so much she looked at me and
declared, “Wow, that was funny!”
I remember being relieved—and
very pleased.
In 2009, my mother passed away of
a stroke at the age of 77. I was in charge
of planning the funeral along with two
cousins, two aunts and my girlfriend.
Because my mother was a shy woman,
I can guarantee she would have found
our group effort quite embarrassing.
Sunflowers were her favourite, but
she had had the nerve to pass away
just before the Chinese New Year.
Since sunflowers are seen as a symbol
of good luck and prosperity, the holiday had hoovered up all the bouquets
in Ontario. We opted for her second
favourite: asters. She would not have
been impressed.
During the funeral, amidst the tears,
family member after family member got
up and recounted things she had done
and said over the years. To my surprise,
I found myself laughing. Suddenly I
remembered a moment from the early
’90s, when my mother asked me, utterly
serious, what “owie” meant in French. I
struggled to come up with an answer
until I spelled it out in my mind: oui.
More and more stories about her
surfaced. We laughed as we remembered her.
I couldn’t see my mother’s forest for
my own trees. I wish I could have
shared those laughs with her while she
was alive, but I’m glad I finally made
the connection.
rd.ca
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SOCIETY

A DNA TEST SENT ME
ON A SEARCH FOR MY
BIOLOGICAL DAD—
AND MY TRUE
IDENTITY

THE
T WIST
BY Emma Gilchrist
FROM MAISONNEUVE

photograph by
liz rubincam
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n an overcast Sunday morning in 2020, one week before
Father’s Day, I walked inside
a breakfast joint in Nanaimo,
B.C. He was already there waiting for
me, wearing his standard outfit: cowboy
boots and a jean jacket. His white hair
poked out the back of his cowboy hat.
We sank into a long hug before a server
led us to a small booth at the back.
I’d been meeting my biological
father, Todd Kilback, in restaurants a
couple of times a year since we first
met 16 years ago. But this time was different. I was nervous, already starting
to sweat beneath my favourite jacket.
Watching him across the table, in a
moment I’ve come to think of as “the
before,” I tried to memorize every detail
of him. His deep olive skin, his kind
blue eyes, the dirt beneath his nails.
We bantered about the pandemic, his
wait for shoulder surgery, his nonexistent love life. Then he turned the
conversation to me.
“I’ve been yakking too much,” he
said. “How are you? Have you talked to
Kim lately?”
Kim’s my birth mom. I knew then that
there was no more putting off what I
had come here to say. I took a breath
but still had trouble meeting his eyes.
“Yeah, we aren’t really talking much
these days,” I said. “I discovered something I need to tell you.”
I had practised a script for this part,
but the tears came before I could get
the words out.
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“What is it, sweetie?” he asked. As the
tears turned into sobs, I put my head
in my hands. When I finally looked up,
our blue eyes locked.
“Guess?” I squeaked out.
“What,” he said. “I’m not your dad?”
I nodded. At some point, our breakfast arrived, our eggs growing cold on
the plates in front of us.
Scenes like this are playing out for
thousands of Canadians, thanks to the
surging popularity of home DNA testing. Most people signing up for genetic
ancestry services like AncestryDNA or
23andMe want to learn more about
where their family came from. Others
are looking to access information about
their health or family medical history,
and some are hoping to connect with
distant relatives.
But what often starts out as an innocent interest in family history sometimes leads to shocking results, uncovering infidelity, donor conception,
adoption and, well, family secrets of all
varieties. A whopping 27 per cent of
DNA test-takers said they learn of close
relatives they didn’t know about previously, according to a 2019 survey
by the Pew Research Center. That’s no
small number, especially when you
consider the fact that 15 per cent of
U.S. adults have taken a test since the
industry launched over a decade ago.
Startling DNA revelations have
become so common that 23andMe
has dedicated a section on its website
to those who discover an “unexpected

relationship,” directing people in
need to a crisis line. A cottage industry has even sprung up to support
people dealing with the explosive
fallout of DNA surprises: Facebook
groups, books, podcasts and at least
one non-profit.
I’ve always carried questions about
who I am and where I’m from. I didn’t
need to take a DNA test to know that
the story of my identity is far from simple. Still, even a lifetime of uncertainty
couldn’t have prepared me for what
happened when I got the results.
in october 1984, my birth mother signed
the papers to put me up for adoption in
Lethbridge, Alberta. I was five days old.
“She has not seen nor named her
baby, stating she chooses not to build
an emotional bond with the child,”
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The author with Peter Gilchrist (left) and,
on her wedding day, with Todd Kilback

reads the report by the social worker.
I spent a few weeks in foster care before
Patricia and Peter Gilchrist, two British teachers living in northern Alberta,
got the phone call they’d been waiting on for years.
My parents told me I was adopted
from such a young age that I can’t
remember learning the news for the
first time. When I was little, it made me
feel special. But as I grew older, curiosity tugged at all corners of me, and my
mind whirred with what-ifs. What if
my parents had signed up for a baby
two weeks later? Would some other
little girl be Emma? Would I be someone else? It frightened me to think of
how a string of arbitrary events had
determined who I was.
When I researched adoption laws in
Alberta in my teens, I discovered I might
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never gain access to my own original
birth certificate, let alone the names of
my birth parents. Every waking moment
became shrouded by a string of existential questions.
The year I turned 19, my parents
kindly paid an agency that promised
to help track down my birth mother.
They found her within a week, even
though she’d been living in Mexico for
15 years. She was eager to connect and
immediately signed and faxed a consent form, allowing the agency to release
her information to me.
I emailed her and received a response
that night.
“A little email seems so terribly inadequate,” she wrote. “I am thrilled you
have found me.”
Three months later, when I met my
birth mother in person, we grabbed
each other’s freakishly small hands and
marvelled at how similar they were.
Kim and I shared the same laugh, the
same smile, the same mannerisms.
She was 19 when she got pregnant,
didn’t have a steady boyfriend
and didn’t feel she had the family support to raise me herself. She told me
my birth father’s name was Todd Kilback. They’d been high-school sweethearts in Kimberley, B.C., but were no
longer a couple at the time I was conceived. He’d known about me since
shortly after I was born.
Kim tracked down a phone number
for him. Todd was living on Vancouver
Island and came home from a weekend
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away to a voice mail with a simple message from Kim: “She’s here.”
I met Todd at Easter dinner at his
sister’s house in Calgary. His tattoocovered biceps bulged from his cowboy shirt. He’d lived a rough life—
including a brief stint in prison for
drug possession—but he was a soft
soul and was excited to connect. We
searched each other’s faces for similarities and found some: our olive skin,
our blue eyes, our cheekbones.

I HOPED THAT
THERE’D BEEN A MIXUP OR A MISTAKE—
AND TODD WAS
STILL MY FATHER.
I learned he had Indigenous ancestry. I’d often wondered if the same
might be true of me, given that I grew
up in a northern Alberta town where
about 25 per cent of the residents
were Indigenous.
I had been raised in a white family
and experienced all the privilege that
comes with that terrain. I knew that
even if Todd had Indigenous ancestry—and I did, too—I still benefited
from whiteness, and nothing would
erase that. But being adopted, there
was always a blank space in my identity
that I longed to make sense of. Learning about my birth family’s history

felt like I was slowly, but surely, filling in the gaps.
Then, in December 2016, the Joseph
Boyden scandal broke. As the Canadian
author was called out for his shapeshifting statements about his Indigenous ancestry, a sense of unease grew
in the pit of my stomach. My father’s
name wasn’t listed on my birth certificate, so on paper I had no connection
to him or to my Indigenous ancestry.
My close friends knew my story, but
I’d never spoken publicly about my
history. To reconnect with the Métis
community and apply for citizenship,
I was going to need proof of our biological connection.
When ads for consumer DNA tests
began popping up in my Facebook feed,
it felt like a way to skirt around the
awkwardness of asking Todd to take a
paternity test. I thought it might help
accelerate my research by connecting
me with other relatives and confirming
my ancestry. So I paid $249 for a kit
from 23andMe. It promised to tell me
about any health conditions I may have
inherited and what percentage of my
DNA came from 31 populations worldwide, including “Native American.”
At the time, I was only vaguely aware
of the growing criticisms of genetic
ancestry testing led by the Indigenous
scholar Kim TallBear, who published a
book in 2013 called Native American
DNA: Tribal Belonging and the False
Promise of Genetic Science. She says
Indigenous belonging isn’t determined

by DNA but through connections
with living people and Indigenous
political bodies.
When I ordered the DNA test, I knew
the results would only be one more
piece in my identity puzzle. But after
having my biological identity hidden
from me for much of my life, it felt like
a small way to take back control over
my own story.
when my results arrived, I clicked them
open right away, impatient to learn the
truth. Staring at the colour-coded world
map in front of me, I learned that the
test didn’t detect any “Native American”
ancestry at all. Instead, the pie chart
said I was 23.9 per cent southern European, mostly Spanish and Portuguese.
I hoped there had been a mix-up—
that maybe somewhere along the line
there had been a mistake in Todd’s
paternity, but that he was still my
father. Luckily, by coincidence, Todd
had purchased a genetic ancestry test
just three days before I had ordered
mine. He had gone with a different
company, AncestryDNA, and would
have his results soon.
When they came in, I nagged him to
send me a screenshot, careful not to let
on why I was so anxious to see them.
His map didn’t match mine in puzzling
ways. I saw that he had Native American
and Nordic ancestry, while I had none.
Still, I didn’t want to jump to conclusions. I had heard that testing through
different companies could render
rd.ca
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different results. I decided to order a
test through the same company as
Todd. Surely, I figured, the database
would match us as family members.
But another thought had started
unravelling in my mind like a runaway
spool of wool. I messaged my birth
mom to tell her about my surprising
Portuguese ancestry and ask if there’d
been someone else. “Definitely no other
candidate,” she replied.
I received an email with my results
in late September 2017: Todd and I
weren’t matched. The man I’d spent 14
years building a relationship with on
the basis of a biological connection
wasn’t related to me at all.
I decided not to break the news to
Todd at first. I was his only child and I
couldn’t bear the thought of his heartache. Besides, who knew if I’d ever find
my actual biological father? Why hurt
an innocent person for nothing? If I
had to live with this lie, I would. But
there was a great ache inside of me.
six months later, I received an email
from Ancestry about a new DNA match.
A man named Chad who lived in Vancouver was listed as my first or second
cousin. I was quite certain he wasn’t
from my mom’s side of the family, so I
tracked him down on Facebook and
sent him a message.
Chad replied and we started chatting.
I told him about my Portuguese ancestry and he mentioned that he had some
Portuguese cousins. I told him my birth
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mother was from Kimberley. He replied
that his aunt had lived in Cranbrook,
just a 25-minute drive away. When he
wrote that I actually looked like some
of his cousins, my heart sped up. We
agreed to meet for coffee the next
time he visited Vancouver Island.
A couple months later, before that
coffee date could happen, I received
a message request on Facebook from a
guy named Shawn Mendes. The note
said he’d been chatting with his
cousin, Chad.
“Based on the story he told me,” he
wrote, “I suspect we may be related.”
I asked Shawn where he went to
high school and how old he was.
“Cranbrook,” he typed. “Fifty-five.”
Then I asked him if he knew Kim.
“That’s a name I have not heard for
a very long time,” he wrote. “How do
you know her?”
“She’s my birth mother,” I replied.
“Were you romantically involved?”
“Kim was the first girl I was ever
romantically involved with. A short
relationship. January ’84. Were you by
chance born in October ’84?”
“Whoa,” I typed. “I was born September 30, 1984.”
“Oh my God,” he wrote. “My heart is
racing.”
After decades of searching for my
biological truth, it ultimately took just
14 minutes to unravel the mystery.
He told me he vividly remembered
his dalliance with my birth mother,
since it was his first time ever having
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sex. It was a brief, teenage romance.
He remembered running into Kim
about six months later, when she was
visibly pregnant. “When she saw me,
she just said, in a very convincing fashion, ‘It’s not yours.’”
I called Kim to tell her that Shawn
and I had found each other. My palms
were sweating, worried about how she
might react, but she didn’t miss a beat.
“Oh my God, Emma, he’s your dad,”
she said. “I’ve got tingly feelings all
over. I totally remember his blue eyes.
I remember the space between his
front teeth and his dimples.” My blue
eyes. My gap. My dimples.
Shawn and I agreed he should take
a DNA test, just so we could be sure.
The results confirmed what I already
felt certain was true: I shared 49.6 per
cent of my DNA with him, which suggested “the following estimated relationship: father.”

The more Shawn and I connected,
the more I grieved what we’d missed. I
recast my entire adult life, wondering
how it would have unfolded differently
if I’d known him sooner. I created a
Mendes album on my phone, with photos of Shawn and his family, including
a new half-sister and brother.
I learned about my Portuguese
grandfather, who was one of 12 children born and raised in Trinidad. He
immigrated to Canada in the ’50s.
Suddenly, my interest in everything
Portuguese felt so obvious. My four
trips to Portugal. My three Portuguese
boyfriends, despite only 1.4 per cent of
Canadians claiming Portuguese ancestry. My ex’s Portuguese aunt asking if
I was sure I wasn’t Portuguese. The
Portuguese lessons on my phone. My
obsession with the Portuguese word
saudade, which can be roughly translated to a nostalgic longing to be near

Last fall,
Gilchrist
met Shawn
Mendes, her
biological
father.
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again to something or someone that’s
been loved and lost, with the knowledge that it or they may never return.
I was left wondering how much of
my past can be explained by my biology. Was my feeling of saudade always
leading me back to the ancestral land
of my grandfather?
in the dappled light of Vancouver
Island’s old-growth trees, I hiked down
a steep trail with Kim and pushed her
for answers. It was September 2020,
and I had spent the past six months
trying to understand how I had ended
up with the wrong biological father.
Kim said she didn’t remember much
from the time around my conception.
She hadn’t discovered she was pregnant until she was six months along.
She never had an ultrasound, so her
due date was a month off.
After our visit, Kim sent me a text: “I
truly am so deeply sorry, and I know it
is pretty irreparable.”
I tried to focus on being grateful for
the fact that, against all odds, Shawn
and I had found each other, and with
any luck, we’d now get the chance to
make up for lost time. But before that
could happen, I knew I had to tell everyone the truth—including the person it
would hurt the most.
Tucked in the booth at the back of
the diner, after I sputtered out the news,
Todd said he felt empty. Despite his
rough cowboy exterior, he was visibly
shaken. “I was really looking forward
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to having grandchildren, to getting
them up on the horses,” he said.
He pulled up a photo from my wedding the previous fall—the two of us
are smiling from ear to ear. “That’s one
of my favourite photos,” he said.
I felt wrung out, a lifetime’s worth of
struggle culminating in this one excruciating morning. Todd and I saw each
other several times over the next few
months, pulled closer together by the
fear of how this news might alter us.
Eighteen months after our discovery, Shawn visited me on Vancouver
Island. As I took him on a tour of my
favourite beaches, it felt as though we’d
known each other for a lifetime.
A few months earlier, Shawn had
called me close to midnight to deliver
news that sent tears down my cheeks
before the words left his mouth: my
grandpa Mendes passed away in a
long-term care home before we got
the chance to meet. I was crushed, but
I took solace in the dream of making
up for lost time, filling in the blanks of
family history with trips to Trinidad,
Newfoundland and Portugal.
For now, here’s what I know for
sure: I have three fathers who love me.
One is my true dad—the man who
raised me and has always told me,
“The more people who love you, the
better.” One has the softest heart. And
one feels like a soulmate, even though
we’ve only just met.
© 2021, EMMA GILCHRIST. FROM “GENETIC MAPPING,”
MAISONNEUVE (APRIL 12, 2021), MAISONNEUVE.ORG
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back.” Which is fine, but
the photo he sent me is
of my mother holding
an iPad, on which is the
actual photo that they
wanted to send.
— KANAN GILL, comedian

I’m writing a horror
screenplay. It starts off
with a ringing phone.
A person answers—it’s
their mom asking,
“I have a computer
question.”
—

“Life was beautiful. Then I read the comments.”

Failed Predictions
Way back when, I
thought technology
would look more like
flying cars and less like
me yelling, “The laptop’s not a touch
screen” at my kids.

not nervous at all, and
at the end of the interview the reporter asks,
“Tell us, what are your
goals?” I leaned toward
the TV. These things
have goals?!
— BILL BURR, comedian

ROLLI

— PAIGE KELLERMAN, writer

Thinking Cap
I’m afraid of robots. I
saw one get interviewed
on 60 Minutes. The
robot’s just sitting there,

@RODLACROIX

Twitter: We’d never
collect anything.
Apple: We securely
encrypt everything
on-device.
Facebook: Here’s an ad
for something you
dreamt about.
—

@MKBHD

To err is human—and to
blame it on a computer
is even more so.
— ROBERT ORBEN, writer

Earlier today my dad
called me to tell me that
he sent me a text. “Hi,
Kanan. I’ve sent you a
photo. Please look at
the photo and call me

Send us your original
jokes! You could earn $50
and be featured in the
magazine. See page 6 or
rd.ca/joke for details.
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I quit my
smartphone—
and I’ve never
been happier

Hang-Up
BY

Bryony Halpin

illustration by franco égalité

when i got my first smartphone over
a decade ago, I loved it. It gave me
instant access to my music, a world of
information and thousands of photos
and videos. But over time, I became
increasingly ambivalent about its role
in my life. I would repeatedly refresh
my email, shop online for stuff I didn’t
need and constantly scroll through the
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latest bad news. I’d often complain to
my husband and to my seven-year-old
son, Louis, that I felt trapped by it.
So I began to research studies on the
mental-health effects of smartphone
use. I discovered that smartphones are
linked with anxiety, depression and
poor sleep quality, especially among
younger people. Unsurprisingly, they
also impact your ability to parent
responsively and to remain in the present moment with your kids.
Then, one day last summer, while I
was playing with Louis, I was once
again distracted by dings and pings. He
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finally echoed my complaints about
my smartphone back to me, but
rephrased them as a plea: “Mommy,
just give it up already!”
I decided to try. Instead of going cold
turkey—no cellphone at all—I bought
a flip phone and cell plan for $30 a
month. With no touch screen, texting
is time-consuming. I can’t access
email, music or social media and don’t
even try browsing the web without a
touch screen. While the adjustment
hasn’t always been smooth sailing, it’s
easier than I thought it would be and
the benefits are worth it.

I’M MORE CONNECTED
IN MY RELATIONSHIPS
Typing on a flip phone takes forever,
and many people expect both quick
replies and entire conversations. Early
on, while trying to catch up on texts
with a friend who had just moved to
the Yukon, I finally got frustrated and
called her. I realized I hadn’t spoken to
her since her big move. It made a difference to hear both the awe in her
voice as she described seeing the
northern lights and her sadness in
being away from an ill parent.
A 2020 study from the University of
Texas at Austin found that people
prefer text-based communication over
using the phone because they fear that
the call will be awkward. But, just as I
learned, when they were forced to connect voice to voice, they found they felt
more bonded to that person.
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Benjamin Crudo, CEO of Diff, a Montreal e-commerce agency, told me he
gave up his smartphone in 2018 after an
off-the-grid honeymoon in New Zealand forced him to do without it. He
realized how distracting his phone was
during dinners with his wife and others.
He’s since had more meaningful interactions with friends—and strangers.
“Sometimes,” he says, “I catch the
glance of the only other person at an
intersection or on transit who is not on
a phone and it creates an opportunity
for a conversation.”

I CONSUME NEWS
ON MY OWN TERMS
About 90 per cent of Canadians are on
social media, and 78 per cent say they
use it regularly, according to a 2018 Statistics Canada report. More than half
of those surveyed use it to stay on top of
current events. But keeping up this way
has come with a cost. Nearly one-fifth
of respondents say their social media
habits have resulted in sleep loss, and
14 per cent reported feeling “anxious or
depressed, frustrated or angry, or envious of the lives of others.”
Scrolling through the news and gossip served up by my smartphone often
kept me tethered to what was trending,
whether I actively sought out social
media or not. At first, I worried that I
would increasingly miss out on the
important discussions of the day. That
hasn’t been the case. Instead of spending hours sifting through feeds, I use

my laptop or tablet to selectively visit
a handful of news sources. With the
time I save from no longer mindlessly
scrolling, I’m reading more books and
long magazine articles—and have
come to realize that being “in touch”
with society does not require constant
monitoring of the Internet.

I SHOP LESS ONLINE
In total, Canadians spent $84.4 billion
online in 2020, up from $57.4 billion two
years earlier. I’ve done my part to contribute to the increase. During the early
pandemic lockdowns, I filled idle time
or mini-moments of boredom by browsing the dozen or so stores that send
newsletters to my email (something I
now check much less often on my desktop). I even found myself repeating
lines from department store copywriters—“Maybe now is the time to buy a
new winter jacket”—and every time I
clicked “buy,” I’d get a dopamine hit.
But now that I’m online about 10
times less, I’m more thoughtful about
what I truly need, and I’ve had the time
to take up knitting and punch needling—making the hats, bags and
scarves I once would’ve “added to cart.”

I’M MORE CALM
AND MORE PRESENT
Smartphones have become such a big
part of people’s lives that when we
temporarily can’t find them, it causes
a feeling of anxiety or panic that some
psychologists have dubbed “nomopho-

bia”—or “no mobile phobia.” Most people feel it mildly, though others can feel
it more strongly, depending how tethered they are to their device. When I
first quit using mine, I’d still search for
it before remembering it wasn’t a part
of my life anymore. But just like when I
quit smoking, I rode through the withdrawal. Thankfully, it was short-lived.
Wuyou Sui, a post-doctoral fellow
researching digital health at the University of Victoria, describes nomophobia
as a reliance that’s been placed upon
us. Experiencing it isn’t a reflection of
anyone’s personal failings, he says:
your notifications are meant to form
dependence. “Whenever something
is designed to make a choice easier,
it’s called a behavioural nudge,” he
explains, adding that the more central
to our lives the smartphone’s functions
are, the more tethered we become.
Ultimately, though, that sense of
dependence is false. As I’ve found, you
can find other ways—with a desktop
computer, a printer or, at times, a friend
or partner’s phone—to do all the things
you need to do. It’s not always convenient, but I know I’m much calmer on
a regular basis without my smartphone.
Louis is too young to make that
assessment of me, but now when we’re
playing and my attention is focused on
him, I can see the positive effect in his
smiles. And after he’s gone to bed,
instead of fixing my gaze on the screen,
I light candles, grab a book and enjoy
the atmosphere of the room I’m in.
rd.ca
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SOMETIMES
THE BEST CURE IS
AVA I L A B L E R I G H T I N
YOUR OWN HOME
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Lisa Bendall

photograph by justin poulsen
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1. FOR DRY, ITCHY SKIN:
TAKE AN OATMEAL BATH
Several studies show the benefits of
this traditional breakfast grain for
treating skin symptoms. One 2020
trial, for instance, found that patients
with eczema showed more improvement when their hand creams contained colloidal oatmeal. (Colloidal
means the grains are pulverized into
dust and mixed thoroughly into the
lotion or solution.)
“Oatmeal has anti-itch, anti-inflammatory, soothing properties, and it
improves the skin’s direct barrier,” says
Dr. Sandy Skotnicki, a dermatologist in
the department of medicine at the University of Toronto. This is thanks to the
grain’s natural antioxidants, proteins
and other special compounds. The
starch and fibre in oatmeal also help
draw moisture to the skin.
You can make your own colloidal oatmeal by breaking down rolled oats with
a coffee grinder or blender. Tie one
cup of the oats into a sachet bag, and
immerse it in lukewarm bathwater. Just
be careful getting in—the bath might
get a bit slippery. And don’t oversoak
your skin, as this can cause irritation.
“The data has shown that a quick
bath of less than 10 minutes every day
can be helpful, followed by application
of a moisturizer that helps repair the
skin barrier,” says Skotnicki, adding
that it’s best to look for a product that
says it treats eczema, even if that’s not
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what you have. “Not all moisturizers
are created equal. Those are the best,
in part because they’re formulated
without allergens.”

2. FOR JOINT PAIN:
GO ON A BRISK WALK
With painful arthritis in your knees,
you may be tempted to take it easy.
Instead, set a goal of spending an hour
a week—that’s just nine minutes a day—
walking as briskly as if you’re trying
to catch a train or you’re late for a
meeting. People who do this are 85 per
cent less likely to end up with mobility
problems from their arthritis, according to 2019 findings by researchers at
Chicago’s Northwestern University.
And it’s unlikely the physical stress
of brisk walking will cause more wear
and tear on your knees. Bioengineers
at Queen Mary University of London
showed that this kind of mechanical
pressure on the joints in fact triggers a
protective effect in cartilage cells that
wards off inflammation and damage.

3. FOR CONSTIPATION:
DRINK A TABLESPOON
OF OLIVE OIL
When you’re feeling stopped up, a daily
spoonful of extra-virgin olive oil can help
move things along. That’s been shown
in experiments like one on patients with
ulcerative colitis, published in the
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition

in 2020. Not only did participants have
fewer symptoms of constipation when
taking extra-virgin olive oil (as opposed
to canola oil, which was used for comparison), but their blood tests showed
that their disease was less active.
“It’s thought that extra-virgin olive oil
can help hydrate and soften stools, making them easier to pass,” says Desiree
Nielsen, a Vancouver registered dietitian
and author of Good for Your Gut, which
will be published this May.
Try taking olive oil in the morning,
when your bowels are more active, and
on an empty stomach. Nielsen notes
that kiwis and prunes, which she often
recommends to clients, are even better
studied for their laxative effects, but
extra-virgin olive oil has added hearthealth benefits. It’s also tasty, if a little
peppery after it goes down.

4. FOR CANKER SORES:
SWISH SOME HONEY
Minor canker sores that only crop up two
or three times a year are not usually a
sign of an underlying problem, but they
can nevertheless be painful. To speed
up healing by a few days, try swishing
a bit of honey around in your mouth.
Honey is high in antioxidants, which
can protect the health of skin, and is also
antibacterial, thanks in part to its sugar
content. In 12 out of 13 studies analyzed
by the University of Canberra, using
honey topically on canker sores, denture
irritation or mouth sores from cancer

treatment either helped them heal faster
or prevented them from becoming more
severe compared to control groups.
You could also try putting a glob of
honey on your finger and holding it
directly on the sore, says Dr. Yang Gu,
an oral pathologist at Dalhousie University’s faculty of dentistry. “Theoretically, your saliva will wash it off otherwise. Hold it there for one minute so
it will be completely absorbed.”
Not all honey is the same—raw
honey may be higher in antioxidants,
and pasteurized (processed) honey
may contain unwanted added sweeteners—but more research is needed
before scientists can say for sure which
honey sources are the most beneficial.

5. FOR HEARTBURN:
CHANGE YOUR SLEEP
POSITION
The burning sensation of reflux, caused
when stomach acid flows into the
esophagus, is often more bothersome
when lying down. Many people are prescribed medication, such as a proton
pump inhibitor, for their symptoms,
but a change in sleeping position can
be just as effective. “With positioning,
we’re really looking to take advantage of the effect of gravity,” says Lucy
Zhang, a London, Ont. registered dietitian who specializes in digestive health
issues, diabetes and kidney disease.
You can often reduce reflux by elevating your head and shoulders at
rd.ca
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night, using a foam wedge under the
mattress or placing simple 15-centimetre wooden blocks under the two
upper feet of the bed. Sleeping on your
left side may also make a difference, as
this places the contents of your stomach further away from the sphincter,
where it joins the esophagus.
In a 2017 trial at the Cleveland Clinic,
people with nighttime acid reflux tried
special sleep-positioning cushions that
kept them inclined and on their left
sides. After the trial, over 90 per cent of
the participants wanted to continue
sleeping with the cushions.
“Those pillows designed for acid
reflux do get pricey,” notes Zhang.
“You can use regular body pillows to
help you sleep on your left side more
consistently through the night, or you
could set regular pillows against your
back.” You may need to experiment
with pillows that don’t easily shift.

6. FOR SMELLY FEET:
SOAK IN BLACK TEA
Your feet contain about a quarter of a
million sweat glands, more per inch than
any other part of your body. And it’s
the combination of sweat plus bacteria
that’s to blame when they start to stink.
A black tea soak can address both
problems. Tea is high in an antibacterial compound called tannic acid, so
it helps kill germs. Tannins are also
astringents, which means they tighten
pores when they’re applied to the skin.
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“Marathon runners use tea-bag soaks,
because if you sweat less, you get fewer
blisters,” says Skotnicki.
Tannic acid gels are available from
compounding pharmacies, but you can
make your own formula at home. Boil
a couple of tea bags in about half a litre
of water for 15 minutes. Dilute it with
two more litres of water, and when it’s
cool enough, soak your feet for half an
hour. Do this daily for a week until you
see improvement. You can then continue to keep foot odour at bay with
once-a-week maintenance soaks.

7. FOR WARTS:
SOAK IN HOT WATER
Just as cryotherapy—treatment with
extreme cold—helps get rid of common skin warts, so does extreme heat.
“What you’re doing is killing the virus,”
says Skotnicki. “If you increase the
temperature in the skin cells where
the virus lives, the virus can’t use the
cell and it dies.”
A new device invented at the University of Southampton, in the U.K., and
recently approved for use in Canadian
clinics, puts this principle into practice.
It looks like a thick pen, which the clinician touches directly to the wart, and
uses microwave energy to heat the lesion
without affecting the skin around it.
In a trial, the device cleared threequarters of treatment-resistant plantar warts; typically, a third or fewer
would respond to cryotherapy. But you

can also apply heat at home on your
own. The goal is to use enough heat
to have an effect but not so much that
you’ll burn the skin. This can be
achieved with hot water that’s between
43.3 and 46.1 C. (Use a candy thermometer to be sure you have the right
temperature.) Immerse the area with
the wart, aiming for a 30-minute soak,
three times a week. Within two to six
weeks, you should start seeing results.

8. FOR SENSITIVE TEETH:
RUB WITH TOOTHPASTE
We all know that brushing regularly with
a toothpaste designed for sensitive teeth
can ease discomfort. It contains special ingredients to coat the worn-away
enamel and thus dull the sensitivity.
But did you know that rubbing a highfluoride toothpaste directly onto the
tooth and leaving it there has been
shown to help, as well? The fluoride
safeguards enamel, says Gu, and Swedish researchers liken it to putting a protective “lotion” on your teeth.
Another treatment that’s long been
used in folk medicine is the oil from
cloves, the flower buds of an evergreen
tree native to Indonesia. Over 2,000 years
ago, cloves were chewed in China to
freshen breath. And while using cloves
for a toothache is not a new idea, a
recent discovery at Friedrich-Alexander
University Erlangen-Nürnberg, in
Germany, points to the mechanism
behind it. The scientists showed that

exposed tooth cells contain TRPC5, a
special protein responsible for transmitting sensations of cold to the brain.
Cloves contain a compound called
eugenol that can block TRPC5. Make
your own tooth rub by crushing 1/4
teaspoon of cloves and blending it
with 1/4 cup of olive oil.

9. FOR MIGRAINES:
EAT FATTY FISH
A study published last year in The BMJ,
spearheaded by the U.S. National Institute on Aging, assigned people with frequent migraines into groups and gave
each one a meal kit and instructions.
Participants whose diets contained more
fatty fish, such as salmon, and less linoleic acid (found in many vegetable oils,
including corn oil), had fewer, shorter
and less severe headaches compared
to those with average American diets.
Certain oils are known to trigger
responses in the body, such as inflammation. The study’s investigators believe
that the oils people consume can trigger
different responses in the nerve pathways involved in migraine conditions.

10. FOR HICCUPS:
DRINK WITH SUCTION
Whether holding your breath or gulping
water, everyone has a go-to trick for stopping hiccups—involuntary spasms of
the diaphragm muscle below the lungs.
The problem is, hiccup cures are usually
rd.ca
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hit-and-miss, says Dr. Ali Seifi, associate
professor and neurosurgeon at the University of Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio. “The remedies activate the
phrenic nerve regulating the diaphragm
muscle, or the vagus nerve regulating
the epiglottis, which has a scientific
basis. But trying these home remedies
may not reach that sensitive point at
which they can stop the hiccups.”
Seifi’s solution is a special straw,
which he dubbed the HiccAway, that
requires five times the suction compared to a regular straw. “That’s the
key,” he says. “It means higher and
more prolonged contraction of the
diaphragm muscle, which triggers a
longer duration of nerve activation.”

That pressure, coupled with swallowing to activate the phrenic and vagus
nerves, resets the brain. Over 90 per
cent of participants in a 2021 study
said the HiccAway stopped their hiccups when they tried it.
For a home remedy that works the
same way, Seifi suggests filling a glass
with water and stretching a coffee
filter (or a few layers of paper towel)
over the top. Hold it tightly in place or
secure it with a rubber band, then tip
the glass toward your mouth and apply
as much suction as it takes to drink
the water. The physics may not be as
precise as those of the HiccAway, he
cautions, but “I have tried this myself,
and it works!”

LAUGHTER

the Best Medicine

If I were stuck on a desert island with only one
record, I would want it
to be the record for
being able to swim the
furthest.

I don’t know why my
dates are surprised
when I tell them I’m a
bus driver.

—

When the intermission
pops up in an old movie,
I start to cry. Filmmakers used to love us! They
gave me time to pee.
They don’t care about
me at all now. They
think I deserve a urinary
tract infection.

@GUYENDOREKAISER

I just bought a book on
narcissism. It’s great.
It’s all about me.
— MARC MARON, comedian

Quite the Catch
My online dating bio
says I have a corner
office with views of the
entire city, drive a
$500,000 vehicle and
that I’m paid to travel.

—

@DADSAYSJOKES

— NATALIE WALKER, actor

A motorist was mailed a
picture of his car speeding past an automated

speed-enforcement
camera. A $140 speeding ticket was included.
Feeling cute, he sent
the police department
a picture of a cheque
for $140.
The police department then responded
with a mailed photo of
handcuffs.
— GCFL.NET

Has COVID-19 forced
you to wear a mask and
glasses at the same
time? You may be entitled to condensation.
— REDDIT.COM

Send us your original
jokes! You could earn $50
and be featured in the
magazine. See page 6 or
rd.ca/joke for details.
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THE BEST JOKE I EVER TOLD
By Brittany Lyseng
I’ve always been more of a bath girl. But recently,
at a hotel, there was a seating option in the shower.
Turns out I do not hate showers. I hate standing.
Brittany Lyseng is a Calgary comedian. Follow
her on Instagram @brittanythecomedian.
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A
H I S T O R Y
OF

V I O L E N C E
HELEN NASLUND ENDURED THREE DECADES
O F A B U S E B Y H E R H U S B A N D. O N E N I G H T,
S H E F I N A L LY H A D E N O U G H .
BY

Christina Frangou FROM CHATEL AINE
illustrations by kumé pather
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HELEN NASLUND
S P E N T S AT U R D AY,
S E P T E M B E R 3, 2 011,
at A1 Rentals, an equipment-rental company where she worked as a manager.
When the 47-year-old grandmother
came home after her shift, she found
her husband of 27 years, Miles, drunk.
With autumn looming, the couple’s
stress levels were high. They were struggling to cover their debts and at risk
of losing the farm where they raised
cattle and sheep not far from the village
of Holden, Alta. Brandishing his gun,
Miles ordered Helen and the youngest
of their three sons, Neil, to complete
the day’s farm work.
Helen ran the hay cutter that evening and again the next day. But the
tractor broke down; the work stopped.
Miles flew into a rage and threw several
wrenches at Helen. Miles began trying
to repair the tractor while Helen prepared dinner for the couple and their
two adult sons who were still living at
home. When her husband returned
from the field, he told her that she would
pay dearly for damaging the equipment.
Then he violently shoved cutlery, plates,
glasses and food off the dinner table,
saying the meal was not fit for a dog.
Later that evening, he passed out drunk.
In the early hours of the next day,
Helen retrieved a .22-calibre revolver
stored in their farmhouse, where, for
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decades, she had endured countless
violent, alcohol-fuelled fits of rage from
her husband, often with a gun in his
hand. As Miles slept, she shot him twice,
ending his life—and perhaps saving her
own. In that moment, one long nightmare ended for her and another began.
Nine years later, in October 2020,
after pleading guilty to manslaughter,
Helen was sentenced to 18 years in
prison. It’s one of the longest sentences
in Canadian history given to a woman
who killed her abusive partner.
while helen’s sentence is extraordinary,
her pathway to the criminal justice system is not. A staggering 86 per cent of
female offenders in Canada experienced physical and/or sexual abuse
before they were charged with a crime.
For some women, like Helen, the crimes
they committed were an effort to end
or lessen abuse.
This stark overlap between victimization and incarceration suggests something is very wrong. While Canada’s
crime rate has decreased by more than
one-third since 1998, the federal incarceration rate for women is rising. The
fastest-growing group in Canadian prisons is also the most overrepresented:
Indigenous women make up only four
per cent of the general population but
account for 42 per cent of women in
Canadian prisons and 45 per cent of
women sentenced to life in prison.
Indigenous women also suffer the
highest rates of physical or sexual

violence prior to incarceration. Some
research pegs it as high as 90 per cent,
says Rebecca Rogers, a director at
Embrave, an Ontario agency that works
with survivors of domestic violence.
“We treat incarcerated women, especially Indigenous women, like they are
so dangerous and they’re going to pose
a danger to society,” she says. “These
are women who have experienced high
levels of violence, high levels of racism,
high levels of poverty, and that gets left
out of their story.”
In February 2021, the Canadian
Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies
released a report on Canada’s federal
prisons for women, in which participants described the experiences of
sexual and physical abuse that led to
their incarceration. “Women in prison
can be victim, victim, victim to abuse
their whole life,” said one woman interviewed for the report. “And then she
finally reacts. She finally says, ‘Enough,’
and now she’s in jail.”
helen speed was born in 1964, the
youngest in a family of eight children.
She grew up on her family’s dairy farm
in central Alberta. At 16, she left home
for the nearby town of Camrose, where
she met Miles Naslund. Within a few
months, the pair moved in together.
They married in 1983, when she was 19
and he was 21. Two years later, they settled in the farmhouse nearly 100 kilometres east of Edmonton where they
lived for the rest of their years together.

They had three sons, born between 1984
and 1992: Wesley, Darrell and Neil.
The first years of their marriage coincided with tough times in Alberta.
Interest rates were high, jobs scarce.
The couple struggled to manage the
farm’s finances from the start. Making
matters worse, farmers describe the
quality of the land around the Naslund
farm as hit-or-miss—like the weather.
With 3,000 acres and 50 head of cattle,
the farm required endless work.

“WOMEN IN PRISON
CAN BE VICTIM,
VICTIM, VICTIM
TO ABUSE THEIR
WHOLE LIVES.”
The Naslunds’ eldest son, Wes, says
things were never great between his
parents, but he remembers Helen as
“joyful and happy” when he was a kid.
She loved barrel racing, a competitive
rodeo event for women, in which a rider
on horseback races through a course
of three barrels arranged in a cloverleaf. Helen, who’d competed since
childhood, went to rodeo events with
her next-door neighbour. But eventually, she got rid of her horses and
stopped going out.
Wes remembers neighbours visiting
when he was young, but the social calls
ended by the time he entered his teens.
rd.ca
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Even his maternal grandparents, who
lived withing driving distance, only
visited once a year. Wes believes people feared his dad. When Wes was still
in elementary school, his father bought
a .357 Magnum. Miles kept it loaded
on the coffee table beside his favourite
recliner. “If somebody said something
to him to kind of piss him off, he’d sit
there and play with it. Cock it and
uncock it. Cock it and uncock it. Fiddle
with it,” says Wes. His father regularly
pointed the weapon at his wife and
kids. Miles would even put it to their
heads if he was furious enough.

MILES WAS OFTEN
FURIOUS AND WOULD
REGULARLY POINT HIS
LOADED GUN AT
HIS WIFE AND KIDS.
As Miles drank more heavily, his rage
became more violent. Once, Wes accidentally drove an old truck into a ditch
on the farm and his youngest brother’s
head smashed into the windshield.
When their father saw the wreck, he
grabbed Wes’s head with his hands and
shoved it into the truck’s window until
the glass cracked, creating a bowl-like
hollow. Helen beat on Miles to make
him stop, but he wouldn’t. He was
nearly a foot taller than she and more
than twice her weight. Helen weighed
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about 100 pounds “with rocks in her
pocket and soaking wet,” says Wes.
Wes often saw his father punch his
mother in the chest or shoulder and
knock her to the ground. Wes stated,
“She was battered for as long as I can
remember.” If Helen made choices without Miles’s approval, he threatened her
life—even over things as small as having
macaroni more than once a week. In
court documents presented during her
sentencing hearing, Helen described
how Miles refused to let her go anywhere other than work without him. He
frequently threatened to take his life, but
his words made Helen fear for her own.
in 1990, an important change occurred
in the way abused women are viewed
by the Canadian justice system. Precipitating the change was the case of a
woman, Angelique Lyn Lavallee, whose
story echoes Naslund’s. In 1986, Lavallee shot her common-law husband,
Kevin Rust, in Winnipeg, as he walked
out of the room after assaulting her.
Lavallee was acquitted by a Manitoba
jury, but the Crown appealed. The case
wound its way to the Supreme Court of
Canada (SCC).
It was one of the first times Canada’s
criminal justice system considered
the concept of battered woman syndrome—a type of post-traumatic stress
disorder among women who’ve been
abused. A woman with this syndrome
is on alert all the time for an attack by
her abuser, perceiving risk where others
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might not. It helps explain why a
woman who kills an abusive partner
is acting in self-defence, even if she
doesn’t appear to be in danger.
Medical experts testified that Lavallee
had battered woman syndrome. A psychiatrist described her act as a reflection
of, in the words of the appeal judge, “her
catastrophic fear that she had to defend
herself.” Medical records showed that
she’d been treated in multiple emergency rooms for injuries inflicted by
Rust during their four-year relationship.
In a landmark decision, the SCC upheld
Lavallee’s acquittal. The court ruled
battered woman syndrome could be
used as an extension of an argument of
self-defence. Women need not wait for
the “uplifted knife,” said Justice Bertha
Wilson, before protecting themselves
when they believed they were in danger of death or grievous bodily harm.
Despite the Lavallee decision, Canada’s justice system remains more
attuned to immediate acts of crime,
says Jan Reimer, executive director of
the Alberta Council of Women’s Shelters. Unlike homicide, theft or assault,
domestic violence doesn’t happen as
a single physical event. It’s repetitive
and cumulative; it’s about escalating
control over another person. Physical
violence is usually accompanied by
mental and emotional abuse: wild accusations about infidelity, for example,
or smashing dishes because they have
macaroni on them. This leads abused
women and girls to make decisions
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about their safety in a way that’s
almost inexplicable to someone outside that relationship, says Reimer.
“When you live in an abusive relationship year after year, your self-worth is
destroyed. Now you’re frightened all
the time,” she says. “That often isn’t
well understood by our court system.”

HELEN STUCK TO
HER STORY: THAT
HER HUSBAND LEFT
ONE DAY AND JUST
DIDN’T COME BACK.
according to court documents detailing the events of that weekend, Helen
woke Neil, then 19 years old, who was
sleeping in the basement. Darrell was
also in the basement but otherwise
isn’t mentioned. Neil helped his
mother hide the body of his father.
They pulled his body out of the bedroom and forced it into a large metal
tool box, the kind that fits across the
bed of a pickup truck. They added
weights to the box and welded it shut.
Helen got an excavator from her workplace and used it to bury Miles’s Chevrolet Cavalier.
That evening, the pair dragged the
tool box to a pond and dropped it into
the water. Helen pulled a rug, mattress
and bedding from the bedroom and
burned them. Wes says that Darrell,

together with Helen and Neil, came to
his house the next day and told him
what happened.
On September 6, Helen reported
Miles as missing, telling police that
he’d left in his car to check on another
part of the farm and hadn’t returned.
Her story implied that Miles might
have taken his own life. When Helen
gave formal statements to the RCMP in
2012 and again in 2013, she stuck to
her story: that her husband left one
day and just didn’t come back.
The family kept the secret until 2017,
when the Naslunds’ middle son, Darrell, told several people that his mother
and brother had killed his father and
hidden the body. The police searched
the farm and the home. Six years nearly
to the day after his death, the police
recovered Miles’s partially decomposed body. Then, Helen and Neil
turned themselves in.
Mother and son were initially both
charged with first-degree murder and
offering an indignity to human remains.
In March 2020, Helen pleaded guilty to
a lesser charge of manslaughter. Darin
Sprake, her lawyer at the time, made
what he called a “true joint submission”
on sentencing with the Crown, recommending 18 years. He said that he “struggled” to include battered woman syndrome in her defence. Neither lawyer
mentioned the history of abuse as a
factor to be considered. Neil admitted to
offering an indignity to human remains
and was sentenced to three years.

THE PANDEMIC
AND DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE
COVID-19 lockdowns, social
upheaval and economic uncertainty have led to an increase in
violence against Canadian women.
It’s a crisis that demands action.

10 The percentage of women in
Canada who in the ﬁrst month of
the pandemic reported being
very or extremely concerned
about the possibility of violence
in their homes.

1 in 5 The number of Indigenous women who reported experiencing violence in the early
months of the pandemic.

160 The number of women and
girls killed by violence in Canada
in 2020, up from 146 in 2019.

20,334 The number of calls
to Canada’s Assaulted Women’s
Helpline between October and
December 2020, up from 12,352
over the same period in 2019.
36 The percentage of intimate
partner homicide cases in which a
warning sign was present,
according to a CBC investigation
of nearly 400 murders. Signs
include recent or pending separations and patterns of coercive and
controlling behaviour.
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In his ruling accepting the 18-year
recommendation, Justice Sterling Sanderman listed aggravating factors in
Helen’s sentence length, including that
police had been sent on a wild goose
chase for years. “This was a callous, cowardly act on a vulnerable victim in his
own home, so his domicile, by a partner,” said Sanderman. He did not mention the long period of abuse Miles
Naslund had inflicted on his family.
wes says his mother wanted to protect
her youngest son from jail time. If she
took the deal, Neil would get only a few
years as an accessory, versus facing
trial for a planned, deliberate murder.
Another reason for Helen’s plea might
be the threat of a non-negotiable life
sentence if she’d gone to trial and lost.
Alberta Senator Paula Simons brought
up Helen’s case in the Senate in November 2020 as an example of why such
sentences are unjust, saying, “The spectre of that mandatory minimum sentence made a truly fair trial impossible.”
Elizabeth Sheehy, a professor emerita of law at the University of Ottawa
who wrote the 2013 book Defending
Battered Women on Trial, questions
why the judge highlighted use of a firearm as an aggravating factor during
Helen’s sentencing. Women usually
can’t kill with their bare hands, says
Sheehy, “But men can. They do strangle
women to death, and they do beat
them to death. And so, if a woman
is going to defend her life, a weapon is
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often her only opportunity to do so.”
If a woman receives a more severe
sentence because she used a firearm,
it should be clear how and why guns
were in the home, says Sheehy. It
should also be made clear if they were
ever used against the woman herself.

IN CANADA,
A WOMAN OR GIRL
GETS KILLED EVERY
COUPLE DAYS,
USUALLY BY A MAN.
Helen’s sentence exceeds many of
the manslaughter sentences given to
men who killed their spouses. In 2017,
Nathan Russell Mullen received an
eight-year sentence for manslaughter
for fatally choking his wife, Leslie
Dwyre, in Saskatchewan. In Alberta,
Allan Shyback was acquitted of murder
after strangling his wife and cementing
her body in a basement wall of their
home in 2012. His manslaughter sentence was seven years, later increased
to 10 years by the Court of Appeal.
Sheehy says that most women
charged with manslaughter in the context of domestic violence receive no jail
time, or sentences of less than two years.
No woman has received a sentence
close to Helen’s. “It’s an extremely punitive sentence for a woman who was held
captive for nearly 30 years,” she says.

There’s no single change that will
keep domestic violence victims from
ending up in prison with lengthy sentences. But there is one urgent warning
in experts’ recommendations: Canadian society is far too tolerant of genderbased violence. Between 2016 and 2020,
a woman or girl in Canada was killed
every 2.5 days, on average, mostly by
men who were close to them, according to a 2020 report by the Canadian
Femicide Observatory for Justice and
Accountability. In 2020 alone, 160
girls and women were killed. Half of
women killed that year were in a current or former intimate relationship
with the accused. And in the first six
months of 2021, 92 women in Canada
were victims of homicide, an increase
over the last two years. Femicide is the
ultimate extreme of violence against
women, but domestic violence isn’t
limited to physical violence—it includes
coercive and controlling behaviours,
too, all of which contribute harm.
in february 2021, Helen asked the
Alberta Court of Appeal to review her
sentence. During the appeal hearing,
her lawyer argued Justice Sanderman
failed to consider the domestic abuse
she endured and that her sentence
brings the administration of justice

into disrepute. In January 2022, the
Alberta Court of Appeal agreed, reducing Helen’s sentence to nine years,
calling the original 18-year sentence
“not only unfit but dramatically so.”
In a majority decision, Justice Sheila
Greckol said the judge failed to take
into account the abuse Helen endured
and how her experience as a battered
woman shaped her decisions. “This
fear of violence in their own homes is
a prevailing dark cloud and recurrent
feature of the lived experience of battered women,” Greckol wrote.
Soon after she filed her appeal, Helen
wrote me a letter from prison. In it, she
said she could not comment on the
case and that she is a private person
who doesn’t enjoy talking about herself
to anyone, especially strangers. The
attention around her case has made her
uncomfortable. “It’s pretty overwhelming the amount of interest and concern
that is out there,” she said, adding that
she appreciates the support from people across the country.
She ended her letter with one last
thought. “This is a very difficult road I
am going down, but I am holding up
as best I can at this time.”
© 2021, CHRISTINA M. FRANGOU. FROM “THE STORY OF
THE ALBERTA WOMAN WHO GOT 18 YEARS FOR KILLING
HER ABUSIVE HUSBAND,” CHATELAINE (APRIL 12, 2021),
CHATELAINE.COM

Magic Potion
I never laugh until I’ve had my coffee.
CLARK GABLE
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BOOK CLUB

RUN TOWARDS THE DANGER
by Sarah Polley
Director and actor Sarah Polley last
plumbed her personal history in her
acclaimed 2012 documentary, Stories
We Tell. Her first book, a collection of
memoirish essays, is inspired by advice
she got from a therapist: to face danger
head on, rather than cower in fear. The
frank, searing pieces reconstruct her
difficult childbirth, concussions, the
terror of stage fright, and how she confronts these memories in order to
move past them. $35
SEA OF TRANQUILITY
by Emily St. John Mandel
Fresh off HBO’s chilling adaptation of
her novel Station Eleven, Mandel is
back with yet another work of ethereal
science fiction. This time, the action
toggles between Vancouver Island in
the early 20th century, a moon colony
in the 22nd and a plague-ravaged
Earth in the 24th. Slowly the storylines
reveal surprising connections, melding
into a haunting epic about time, art
and survival. $30

This spring’s best
page-turners
BY

Emily Landau
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THE CANDY HOUSE
by Jennifer Egan
This techno-creepy new novel involves
many of the same characters as Egan’s
2011 bestseller, A Visit from the Goon
Squad. A new social media network
allows users to share every unfiltered
memory, and access others’ in return.
Goon Squad became famous for its

playful formats—one chapter was a
PowerPoint presentation—and Egan
lives up to her whimsical reputation,
writing chapters as series of tweets,
emails and dialogues. $34
MANSIONS OF THE MOON
by Shyam Selvadurai
Before the Buddha became the Buddha,
he was a young Hindu aristocrat named
Siddhartha Gautama. But this new novel
isn’t about him. It’s about Yasodhara,
the wife he left behind when he
renounced his earthly life to seek
enlightenment. Like Maggie O’Farrell’s
magnificent Hamnet, it’s a bruising,
beautiful character study imagining
the inner lives of the forgotten women
behind history’s fabled great men. $34
THE HACIENDA
by Isabel Cañas
In Cañas’s gothic novel, the Mexican
countryside is just as spooky and melancholy as the English moors. The
deliciously pulpy tale follows a young
woman trapped in a seemingly haunted
villa after the end of the Mexican War
of Independence in the 1810s, and the
Catholic priest (and secret sorcerer)
who helps her exorcise the hacienda’s
demons. $36
TRUST
by Hernan Diaz
Anyone in need of an escape from the
miseries of today will delight in Diaz’s
mysterious, mythical epic set in the

original Roaring ’20s. It’s about Benjamin and Helen Rask, a pair of preposterously wealthy, notoriously eccentric
tycoons in Jazz Age New York whose
gossipy shenanigans and secrets
threaten to destroy their cushiony
lives. $37
THIS TIME TOMORROW
by Emma Straub
For smart, heartfelt literary bubblegum, it doesn’t get better than Emma
Straub, whose novels offer fresh twists
on the everyday relationships that
form the glue of our lives. Her latest
adds a sprinkle of fantasy to the mix.
Alice is a middle-aged school admissions officer who’s transported back
into her 16-year-old body, giving her
the opportunity to reconnect with
her father and correct the mistakes that
left them estranged. $37
YOU MADE A FOOL OUT OF DEATH
WITH YOUR BEAUTY
by Akwaeke Emezi
Emezi, known for her wildly inventive
literary fiction, including Freshwater
and The Death of Vivek Oji, has written
her first romance novel about a young
widow still grieving the death of her
husband five years later. But when
she travels to a mansion on a remote
island, she finds unexpected love. It’s
a swirling, scorching romp, full of decadent food, tropical glamour and the
wistful hope that comes with a second
chance at love. $36
rd.ca
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TRIVIA
Beth Shillibeer

1. What country occupies the world’s largest
archipelago?
2. Why do researchers at
Norway’s Smøla wind
farm suggest painting
one turbine blade black?
3. Flamingos eating a
meal and bats giving
birth have what in
common?
4. The BBC’s 1957 broadcast about a spaghetti-crop harvest in Switzerland is considered one of
the ﬁrst television examples of what?
5. Marius Smit’s unconventional tour company
organizes trips to ﬁsh for
what in the rivers of
Amsterdam?

6. You can ﬁnd an ATM in
every part of the world
except Antarctica. True
or false?
7. Which prized possession belonging to the
Guess Who’s Randy
Bachman was stolen 45
years ago and found last
year in Tokyo?
8. What Central American country earned the
UN’s Champions of the
Earth award in 2019?

12. Dmitri Mendeleev
and Lothar Meyer
received the Royal Society of London’s Davy
Medal in 1882 for what
contribution to modern
science?
13. Which U.S. president
was also a wrestling
champion and licensed
bartender?
14. Who was the ﬁrst
20th-century Mexican
artist to have a work
purchased by the Louvre,
in 1939?

9. In what country was it
illegal to use more than
25 pennies in one transaction until 2013?
10. In 2011, England’s
Fauja Singh became the
world’s oldest participant
in what sport at age 100?

15. When a book was
returned 288 years late,
librarians at which prestigious university chose
not to levy fees?

Answers: 1. Indonesia. 2. To reduce bird collisions. 3. They both do so upside down. 4. An April
Fool’s Day hoax. 5. Plastic. 6. False. There is ATM access in Antarctica. 7. His favourite guitar (a
1957 Gretsch). 8. Costa Rica. 9. Canada (the penny was phased out in 2013). 10. Marathon running.
11. Mars (where a day is 24 hours and 40 minutes). 12. The periodic table. 13. Abraham Lincoln.
14. Frida Kahlo. 15. Cambridge.
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BY

11. Where could you
move if you wanted to
add 40 extra minutes
to your day?

WORD POWER

9. scythe—A: harvesting
tool with curved blade.
B: alms owed to the
church. C: communal
mill.

Leo Tolstoy was not known for
brevity—his War and Peace clocks
in at 587,287 words. Test your
knowledge of Russian culture with
these terms from his books.

10. dragoon—A: piebald
horse. B: soldier ﬁghting
as cavalry on attack and
infantry on defence.
C: battle sure to be lost.

BY

Linda Besner

1. mazurka—A: Polish
dance. B: painted fan.
C: sour pickle soup.

reform movement.
C: region controlled
by bandits.

2. patronymic—A: name
derived from mother’s
last name. B: family crest.
C: name derived from
father’s ﬁrst name.

6. steeplechase—
A: equestrian obstacle
course. B: stag hunt.
C: rooster ﬁght.

3. samovar—A: oblong
biscuit. B: ornate tea urn.
C: caviar saucer.
4. redingote—A: clerical
headgear. B: knee-high
stockings. C: full-skirted,
double-breasted coat.
5. serfdom—A: condition of peasant farmer
bound to feudal landlord.
B: 18th-century land

11. britzka—A: czar’s
ofﬁcial pardon. B: commemorative mass.
C: carriage.
12. promissory note—
A: document promising a
sum of money. B: certiﬁcate of engagement to
be married. C: letter of
introduction.
13. ruble—A: paving
stone. B: winter barley.
C: Russian currency.

7. name day—A: ﬁrst
birthday, upon which
children receive a permanent name. B: feast day
of the saint with whom
one shares a name.
C: feast day of the saint
sharing the czar’s name.

14. balalaika—A: threestringed musical instrument with triangular
body. B: corner of home
where religious icons are
kept. C: straw broom.

8. borzoi—A: medicine
of vodka mixed with
mercury. B: dog bred
for hunting wolves.
C: Russian bathhouse.

15. Pietist—A: follower
of Saint Peter. B: member
of 17th-century Lutheran
reform movement. C: pilgrim travelling by foot.
rd.ca
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WORD POWER
ANSWERS
1. mazurka—A: Polish
dance; as, In Part I of War
and Peace, Natasha
hoped Prince Andrei
would engage her for
the mazurka.
2. patronymic—C: name
derived from father’s
first name; as, Konstantin’s daughter Irina is
sometimes called by
her patronymic, Irina
Konstantinovna.

6. steeplechase—
A: equestrian obstacle
course; as, Pierre’s best
horse was gravely injured
in a steeplechase.
7. name day—B: feast
day of the saint with
whom one shares a
name; as, Anyone named
Sonia can celebrate their
name day on May 15.
8. borzoi—B: dog bred
for hunting wolves; as,
Nikolai followed his
uncle’s swift borzois along
the wolf’s tracks.

3. samovar—B: ornate
tea urn; as, Zarsanga
poured the visitors tea
from her grandmother’s
samovar.

9. scythe—A: harvesting tool with curved
blade; as, The first
scythes are thought to
have been used in the
eighth century.

4. redingote—C: fullskirted, double-breasted
coat; as, Prince Ippolit
dashed into the street,
throwing a redingote over
his clothes.

10. dragoon—B: soldier
ﬁghting as cavalry on
attack and infantry on
defence; as, The troops
charged at the French
dragoons.

5. serfdom—A: condition of peasant farmer
bound to feudal landlord;
as, In Anna Karenina,
Levin and Count Vronsky
argue over the abolition
of serfdom.

11. britzka—C: carriage;
as, The ailing princess
was borne away in her
britzka.
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12. promissory note—
A: document promising

a sum of money; as,
When he lost half his
fortune gambling, Rostov asked if the gentleman would accept a
promissory note.
13. ruble—C: Russian
currency; as, The ruble is
divided into 100 kopeks.
14. balalaika—
A: three-stringed musical
instrument with triangular body; as, Alexander
Zelkin is a well-known
balalaika player.
15. Pietist—B: member
of 17th-century Lutheran
reform movement; as,
Her father believed that
Marya harboured Pietist
tendencies.
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SUDOKU
BY

Jeff Widderich

1

8

7
6
7

4

8
9
7
3
5
4
1
6
2

)each of the outlined 3 x 3 boxes has all nine
numbers, none repeated.

5
3
6
2
8
1
4
7
9

)every horizontal row and vertical column contains
all nine numbers (1-9) without repeating any of them;

2
1
4
9
7
6
5
3
8

Put a number from 1 to 9 in each empty square so that:

SOLUTION
3
4
5
7
6
8
2
9
1

To Solve This Puzzle

2

6
2
1
4
9
5
7
8
3

3
7
1 4 8 9

4

7
8
9
1
3
2
6
4
5

3 9

2 3

9
5
2
8
4
7
3
1
6

8
4

4
6
3
5
1
9
8
2
7

6

8 2 4 1
1
4
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CROSSWORD

A Bunch of Munsch
BY

1

2

3

4

Derek Bowman
5

6

10

7
11

8

9

14

15

16

17

18
21

19

22

23

24

25

28

29

33

34

36

37

38
ACROSS
1 Consumer reading
7 Item on a business
sched.
10 Botch an audition,
maybe
12 Greek letter before
sigma
13 With 34-Across, Munsch
book featuring a lullaby
14 Enter into the record
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26

27
30

31

32

35

39
15
16
17
18

20
23
24
28
29

___ maison (at home)
Start to behave?
See 13-Across
Kerfufﬂe
San Francisco Bay city or
busy Las Vegas street
38 Bounced-cheque letters
39 Enthusiastic “Deﬁnitely!”

12

13

20

30
33
34
36
37

“___ questions?”
Hit a high shot, in tennis
Thurman of Gattaca
With 24-Across, Munsch
title character who’s a
resourceful young royal
“Super Trouper” group
Flat-topped land
See 18-Across
Grab some lunch
Ball caller, for short

DOWN
1 Role for Billy Porter in
Kinky Boots
2 River or skin-care brand
3 Multitude
4 Before, to Hamlet
5 Eric Clapton hit
6 Serving of ice cream
7 Major oil-change chain
8 Munsch title character
with a brown snowsuit
9 Lose it (over)
11 Toothpaste holder
18 Criticize harshly
19 Info in ads for apts.
20 Nickname for Tarzan
21 Munsch book with family
members arranging hair
22 Some, but not very much
25 End of a sleeve
26 Prestigious university in
Atlanta
27 Period of wild spending
30 Declare openly
31 Girls star Dunham
32 Like many indie ﬁlms
35 Letters coming after els

For answers, turn to PAGE 110

